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Call to Order 
SHAWNEE STATE UNIVERSITY 
BOARD OF TRUSTEES 
Meeting Minutes 
October 13, 2017 
Chairperson Williams called the meeting to order at 1: 15 p.m. noting the meeting was in 
compliance with RC§ 121.22(F). 
Roll Call 
Members Present: Mr. Evans, Mr. Furbee, Ms. Hartop, Ms. Hash, Mr. Howarth, Mr. Moore, 
Mr. Watson, Dr. White, Mr. Williams, Mr. Rappold and Ms. Detty 
Members Absent: None 
Approval of the August 11, 2017 Board Meeting Minutes and the June 10, 2017 Retreat 
Minutes 
Mr. Watson moved and Mr. Furbee seconded a motion to approve the August 11, 2017 and June 
10, 2017 minutes. 
Without discussion, the Board unanimously approved said minutes. 
Approval of the October 13, 2017 Agenda 
Mr. Furbee moved and Mr. Evans seconded a motion to approve the October 13, 2017 agenda. 
Without discussion, the Board unanimously approved the October 13, 2017 agenda. 
Consent Agenda 
1. Resolution ASAl 1-17, Approval of 2018-2019 Academic Calendar 
2. Resolution F 14-17, Appointment of General Counsel for Shawnee State University 
3. Resolution FlS-17, Approval of the adoption of Policy 4.52Rev, Leaves of Absence, Paid 
and Unpaid 
Chair Williams directed the Board to review the action items on the Consent Agenda and asked 
if anyone wished to remove any items from the Consent Agenda. 
There being no objections, Chair Williams declared that items 1-3 will remain on the agenda and 
be adopted. 
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Academic and Student Affairs Committee Report 
Ms. Hartop reported on behalf of the Academic and Student Affairs Committee: 
1. Academic Affairs Executive Report - Dr. Jeffrey Bauer, Vice President for Academic 
Affairs, reported the following information: 
• Academic presentations by Dr. John Feldmeier, Wright State, and Professor Wang, 
visiting scholar from Zhejiiang Normal University. 
• State reporting required to summarize the University's progress on textbook 
affordability. 
• Bearers of the Future, a K-12 partnership with Portsmouth High School that will 
provide 9th graders with college placement and career information. 
• SSU's faculty launched Give Back Go Forward, a program that encourages 
volunteerism to benefit senior citizens. 
• The University College initiated a new department, the Department of General and 
Transitional Education. 
• Academic Affairs review of low performing academic programs. 
2. Fall Enrollment Report - Ms. Jennifer Hammonds, Registrar, reported on Fall 15-day 
enrollment numbers and the 3-year enrollment comparison. 
3. Housing and Residence Life Report - Ms. Monique Harmon, Director, Housing & Residence 
Life, reported the Fall 15-day housing occupancy with a 3-year comparison. 
4. Homecoming - Mr. Jeff Hamilton, Director, Athletics, reported on the 2017 "Year of Firsts" 
Homecoming. 
5. Weekend of Welcome - Ms. Tiffany Hartman, Director, Student Life, reported on the 
Weekend of Welcome (WOW) events and numbers. 
6. Student Programming Board - Ms. Allexis Lilly, SPB President, reported on the Fall 2017 
activities of the Student Programming Board. 
7. Enrollment Management & Student Affairs Executive Report - Dr. Anne Marie Gillespie, 
Vice President, Enrollment Management & Student Affairs, reported on recent activities in 
Enrollment Management & Student Affairs. At this time Dr. Gillespie included an EMSA 
infographic. 
8. Education - Dr. Linda Koenig, Director, Counseling & Health Services, presented 
information on the topic of "Healthy Minds". 
Finance and Administration Committee Report 
Mr. Watson reported on behalf of the Finance and Administration Committee: 
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1. Resolution F16-17, Approval of Voluntary Retirement Incentive Plan 
This resolution adopts a plan that provides for an election window for eligible bargaining unit 
employees who meet state pension requirements to voluntarily elect to retire in accordance 
with provisions of the Plan Document. 
Mr. Watson moved and Ms. Hash seconded a motion to approve Resolution F16-17, 
Approval of Voluntary Retirement Incentive Plan. 
Without discussion, the Board unanimously approved Resolution F16-17. 
2. Update on FY2018 budget strategies-the impact ofthe15th day enrollment resulted in the 
tuition revenue projected for FY2018 being overstated by over 7%. To mitigate the revenue 
shortfall, the response includes measures such as an immediate 10% reduction in non-
compensation spending, further organizational realignments to streamline the operation and 
gain additional efficiencies, continued restrictions on vacated position replacements, and the 
implementation of a voluntary retirement incentive plan to achieve significant future 
compensation savings. These actions are being taken in anticipation of improved enrollment 
in academic year 2018-19 as the university continues its strategic growth initiatives. 
3. General Fund Reserves Investment Report - The cash reserves investment report reflects a 
gain of $422,012 for the period of July 1 through September 30, 2017. 
4. Capital Projects -The Committee was given an update on the progress being made on 
several construction projects which included: the completion of Townhouse Residential 
Housing renovation; readiness for renovation of the plastics and digital gaming programs, 
completion of the soccer field lighting, 80% completion of master plan for Rhodes Athletic 
Center renovation; and the repurposing of Hatcher Hall to house the SSU Health Clinic and 
Counseling and Psychological Services in January 2018. 
5. Quarterly Personnel Activity- for the period from July - September the university realized: 
• Ten internal appointments related to administrative position changes and conversions 
from visiting faculty status to tenure track status 
• Twenty-one new hires that replaced vacated positions that were deemed essential for 
institutional and academic programs 
• Nine academic promotions and four administrative promotions 
• Ten departures resignations and retirements 
6. IUC Group Purchase Agreement Information - the Committee reviewed reasons why 
Shawnee opted not to participate in an IUC joint purchasing agreement for copiers and print 
management services in order to secure the most favorable pricing and efficiencies through a 
re-negotiated existing agreement. As required, a written explanation will be provided from 
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the SSU Boar Chair to the IUC Purchasing Group Director and the Department of Higher 
Education. 
Reports from Board Liaisons with other Organizations 
None. 
President's Report 
President Kurtz spoke on the following issues: 
• Revenue generation through academic program restructuring with a focus on eliminating 
low-enrollment programs and increasing enrollment in signature programs. 
• The opportunity to take the SSU story to Columbus including our challenges, our 
excellent efficiency record, our success with the Summer Bridge program, the Innovation 
Accelerator, our role in graduating more first generation and adult learner students to help 
meet the Governor's mandate to close the talent gap, and the increased cost to get 
underprepared students to graduation. 
• Recognize aggressive grants expansion through the joint efforts of the recently realigned 
Advancement and External Affairs department and the Institutional Research and 
Sponsored Programs department. 
President Kurtz turned the floor over to Mr. Braun who reviewed the University's FY18 State 
Government Relations Plan. 
New Business 
None 
Comments from Constituent Groups and the Public 
None 
Faculty Senate Report 
Dr. Marc Scott, University Faculty Senate President, presented a report on Senate activities 
which included: 
• The creation of two ad-hoc committees. One to clarify the grade appeal process and one 
to clarify academic policies and procedures for College Credit Plus. 
• Addressing textbook cost concerns without limiting textbook choice for faculty and 
compromising quality for students. 
• Commitment ofUFS to help address problems confronting the university. 
The report as presented by Dr. Scott is entered into the record. 
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Executive Session 
Ms. Hartop moved and Mr. Watson seconded a motion to enter into Executive Session and 
following a roll call vote in accordance with Ohio Revised Code Section 121.22, the committee 
entered executive session at 1 :51 p.m. to discuss two matters. First, to prepare for bargaining 
sessions with public employees concerning terms and conditions of their employment. And 
second, to discuss the compensation of a public official. 
The Board exited Executive Session and returned to public session at 3: 18 p.m. 
Other Business 
1. Resolution E06-17, Approval of Modification to Presidential Employment Agreement and 
Merit Increase 
Mr. Watson moved and Mr. Howarth seconded a motion to approve Resolution E06-l 7, 
Approval of Modification to Presidential Employment Agreement and Merit Increase. 
Without discussion, the Board unanimously approved Resolution E06-17 
Adjournment 
The Board was adjourned by acclamation at 3:21 p.m. 
Chairperson, Board of Trustees 
Secretary, Board of Trustees 
RESOLUTION ASAll-17 
APPROVAL OF 2018-2019 ACADEMIC CALENDAR 
WHEREAS, members of the Calendar Advisory Committee have developed and 
reviewed the proposed 2018-2019 Academic Calendar; and 
WHEREAS, the Provost and the President have approved the proposed 2018-2019 
Academic Calendar; 
THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, that the Board of Trustees of Shawnee State 
University approves the Shawnee State University 2018-2019 Academic Calendar, attached 
hereto. 
(October 13, 2017) Certified as True and Correct 
Et 0 4 2017 
Secrutary, SSU Board of Trustees 
D ShawneeState 
UNIVERSITY 
2018-2019 ACADEMIC CALENDAR 
Fall Semester 2018-2019 
July 30 Fall intersession - classes begin 
August 24 Final exams and last day (Fall intersession) 
August 27 Fall semester classes begin (full and first eight-week sessions) 
August 28 Grades due in Office of the Registrar by noon (Fall intersession) 
September 3 Labor Day (University Closed) 
October 4-5 Fall Break (No Classes, University Open) 
October 12 Last day of first eight-week session (final exams during last scheduled class period) 
October 15 First day of second eight- week session 
October 16 Grades due in Office of the Registrar by noon (first eight-week session) 
November 12 Veterans Day observed (University Oosed) 
November 21 No Classes (University Offices Open) 
November 22 Thanksgiving Day (University Closed) 
November 23 Thanksgiving Holiday (University Ckmd) 
November 26 Classes resume 
December 7 Last day of classes (full session and second eight-week session) 
Dec 8-14 Final Exams (full and second eight-week sessions) 
December 14 Fall Commencement- semester ends 
December 18 Grades due in Office of the Registrar by noon (full and second eight-week session) 
December 24 Christmas Holiday (University Closed) 
December 25 Christmas Holiday (University Closed) 
December 26-31 Holiday Break (University Closed) 
January 1 New Year's Holiday (University Closed) 











April 27-May 3 
May4 
May7 
Spring intersession - classes begin 
Final exams and last day (Spring intersession) 
Spring semester classes begin (full and first eight-week session) 
Grades due in Office of the Registrar by noon (Spring intersession) 
Martin Luther King, Jr. Day (University Closed) 
Last day of first eight-week session (final exams during last scheduled class period) 
Spring Break 
Grades due in Office of the Registrar by noon (first eight-week session) 
Spring full session classes resume 
First day of second eight-week session 
Last day of classes (full session and second eight-week session) 
Final Exams (full and second eight-week sessions) 
Commencement 
Grades due in Office of the Registrar by noon (full and second eight-week session) 












Summer intersession - classes begin 
Final exams and last day (Summer intersession) 
Summer classes begin (full and first five week sessions) 
Grades due in Office of the Registrar by noon (Summer intersession) 
Memorial Day (University Closed) 
Last day of first five-week session (final exams during last scheduled class period) 
Second five-week session - classes begin 
Grades due in Office of the Registrar by noon (first five-week session) 
Independence Day (University Closed) 
Last day of full and second five-week session (final exams 
period) 
Summer semester ends 
Grades due in Office of the Registrar by noon (full session nd second fiv wde " e stbn 017 
Secretary, SSU Board of Trustees 
RESOLUTION F14-17 
APPOINTMENT OF GENERAL COUNSEL 
WHEREAS, University Policy 5.16Rev., President's Authority, University Personnel 
Actions, requires approval by the Board of Trustees for appointments of executives; and 
WHEREAS, a national search was undertaken that included candidate interviews with 
university leaders and support from the Office of the Ohio Attorneys General; and 
WHEREAS, Mr. Michael McPhillips was determined to exhibit substantial directly-
related experience and credentials that fulfill the requirements for this position; and 
WHEREAS, the President recommends approval of this appointment; 
THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, that the Board of Trustees of Shawnee State 
University approves the appointment of Mr. Michael McPhillips to the position of General 
Counsel, effective September 11, 2017, at a fiscal-year salary of $110,700; 
THEREFORE, BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Board ratifies the President's 
execution of an executive employment agreement with Mr. McPhillips consistent with applicable 
university policies. 
(October 13, 2017) 
Certified as True and Correct 
DEC 0 4 2017 
SSU Board of Truste-,e-s--
RESOLUTION F15-17 
APPROVAL OF THE ADOPTION OF 
POLICY 4.52REV, LEAVES OF ABSENCE, PAID AND UNPAID 
WHEREAS, Policy 4.52Rev., Administrative Leaves, was approved by the Board of 
Trustees on October 14, 2016; and 
WHEREAS, recommended revisions include the implementation of University closure 
each year from December 26 through December 31 in order to achieve significant energy 
savings, the adjustment of vacation accruals to offset for the paid days during the closure period; 
and modifications that align sick leave payments at retirement with the Ohio Revised Code 
(ORC) and consistency with other Ohio state universities; and 
WHEREAS, to more clearly reflect the content of the policy, rename it from 
Administrative Leaves to Leaves of Absence, Paid and Unpaid; 
THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, that the Board of Trustees of Shawnee State 
University hereby approves the adoption of Policy 4.52Rev., Leaves of Absence, Paid and 
Unpaid, effective October 13, 2017. 
(October 13, 2017) 
Ce;tified as True ar.d Correct 
CEC 0 £, 2017 
Secret<3ry, SSU 8Clard of rrustces 
Shawnee State University 
POLICY TITLE: 
POLICY NO.: 
LEA YES OF ABSENCES (PAID & UNPAID) 
4.52REV 
ADMIN CODE: 3362-4-23 
PAGE NO.: 1OF15 
EFFECTIVE DA TE: 10/13/17 
NEXT REVIEW DA TE: 10/20/20 
RESPONSIBLE OFFICER(S): VPFA 
APPROVED BY: BOARD OF TRUSTEES 
1.0 PURPOSE 
The University is committed to providing administrators, administrative technical support 
staff (A TSS), and law enforcement officers with appropriate avenues for employees to 
take time away from work assignments and for the University to remain fully compliant 
with applicable regulatory provisions for various forms of leaves that are essential to the 
health and wellbeing of University employees. This policy identifies the holidays that are 
observed by the University, provides for the accrual and use of vacation, and defines the 
various forms of leaves of absences (LO As) that are available. 
2.0 HOLIDAYS 
2.1 The following are designated University holidays: 
Holiday 
New Year's Day 











Third Monday in January 
Third Monday in February 
Last Monday in May 
July4 
First Monday in September 
Second Monday in October 
November 11 
Fourth Thursday in November 
December25 
Certified as True and Cmi ect 
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2.2 The University will develop a schedule each year that will allow for designated 
holidays to be observed. The two holidays marked with an asterisk(*) on the list 
will be observed on the Friday after Thanksgiving and on the day before 
Christmas Day. 
2.3 If any of the holidays as provided herein falls on Saturday, the Friday 
immediately preceding shall be observed as the holiday. If any of the holidays as 
provided herein falls on Sunday, the Monday immediately succeeding shall be 
observed as the holiday. 
2.4 The University reserves the right to require work on observed holidays at its 
discretion. Non-exempt salaried employees working on an observed holiday shall 
be paid for the holiday and for the actual time worked at one and one-half (1 Yi) 
times their base salary per-hour rate of pay. 
3.0 WINTER BREAK 
3.1 Beginning in 2017, the University will be closed for Winter break each year from 
December 26 through December 31. 
3.2 In order to provide for the safekeeping of the University, the Department of 
Public Safety will remain open and DPS Officers will continue their normal work 
schedules during this time. DPS Officers regularly scheduled to work shall 
receive their regular per hour rate of pay. 
4.0 VACATION LEA VE AND PERSONAL LEA VE 
4.1 The University regards a vacation as a period ofrest and relaxation earned for 
past service. Since the annual vacation is important to the wellbeing of employees 
and their families, employees are encouraged to utilize all earned vacation. 
4.2 For accrual purposes, the vacation year shall be based on an employee's 
anniversary date. 
4.3 Full-time employees accrue vacation leave based upon the schedule below. Part 
time employees who work twelve months will receive pro-rated vacation. 
Certified as True and Correct 
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Admin/ATSS Vacation Accrual Structure 
Years of 
Completed Hours of Accrual Maximum 
Service #Days Vacation Rate Balance 
Years0-2 17 136 5.23 272.00 
Years 3-5 18 144 5.54 288.00 
Years 6-8 19 152 5.85 304.00 
Years 9-11 20 160 6.15 320.00 
Years 12-14 21 168 6.46 336.00 
Year15+ 22 176 6.77 352.00 
Public Safety Officers Vacation Accrual Structure 
Years of 
Completed Hours of Accrual Maximum 
Service #Days Vacation Rate Balance 
Years 0-2 20 160 6.15 320.00 
Years 3-5 21 168 6.46 336.00 
Years 6-8 22 176 6.77 352.00 
Years 9-11 23 184 7.08 368.00 
Years 12-14 24 192 7.38 384.00 
Year15+ 25 200 7.69 400.00 
4.4 Employees working less than twelve months per year will not accrue vacation. 
Instead they will receive two personal days per year on July 1st which may be 
used with sufficient notice to arrange coverage and subject to supervisor approval. 
Unused personal days will not carry over from year to year. These days will be 
added to the employee's leave balance upon hire and will expire each year on 
June 30th. 
4.5 An employee may accumulate a maximum of two (2) times the accrued hours of 
vacation earned in one year. This amount may be carried over from year to year. 
With approval of the division vice president, an additional amount may be carried 
over when vacation cannot be taken due to operational needs outside the 
employee's control. 
4.6 A newly hired employee' s vacation accrual rate may include prior public service 
with the State of Ohio or political subdivision with the following conditions: 
4.6.1 The employee must inform and provide written documentation to the 
Department of Human Resources within ninety (90) days of employment 
Certified as True and Correct 
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that s/he has service with the State of Ohio or a political subdivision. In 
such case, the employee's accrual will be adjusted to the appropriate rate 
from the date of employment with the University. 
4.6.2 Notification by the employee to the Department of Human Resources 
received after ninety (90) days of employment with the University will be 
applied to the employee's accrual rate beginning the next full pay period 
in which the request and required documentation are received by Human 
Resources. 
4.6.3 The employee's adjusted accrual balance (whether retroactive to the 
employment date or a later date) will be reflected on the pay records 
beginning with the next full pay period after receipt of required 
documentation. 
4.6.4 A year of service with the State of Ohio or a political subdivision is 
considered as twenty-six (26) biweekly periods. 
4.6.5 An employee who has retired in accordance with the provisions of any 
retirement plan offered by the State of Ohio (a reemployed retiree) will not 
have prior service with the State of Ohio, any political subdivision of the 
State or a regional council of government counted for purposes of 
computing vacation leave. 
4.7 To assure accurate leave balances, employees requesting vacation leave must 
submit their request electronically through the BearTrax system. 
4.8 Extended vacation requests (over 3 weeks in a single instance) may have a 
negative impact on the operation and will be considered only as an exception with 
accompanying extenuating circumstances. Requests of this nature will require a 
written rationale with supervisor approval, as well as the approval of the division 
vice president. 
4.9 When an official University observed holiday falls within an employee's vacation 
that day will not be charged as vacation. 
4.10 All accrued vacation must be exhausted before an unpaid leave of absence 
commences. 
4.11 Employees who retire or resign will be paid for earned but unused vacation up to 
a maximum of two times the accrued hours of vacation in one ear at b tim o 
Certified as True and Correct 
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their departure. In the event of the death of an employee, vacation pay for 
vacation earned but not taken up to a maximum of two times the accrued hours of 
vacation in one year will be paid to the estate of the employee. 
4.12 The Department of Human Resources will maintain an up-to-date record of 
vacation for each employee. Any questions concerning vacation record-keeping 
should be directed to Human Resources. 
5.0 SICK LEA VE 
5.1 Sick leave may be used for an authorized absence from scheduled duties due 
to illness, accident, exposure to contagious disease, health examinations 
or treatment (medical, dental or optical) for self or immediate family 
members when employees attendance is required, family emergencies 
requiring the attendance of the employee, pregnancy and/or childbirth and 
related conditions, or death in the immediate family. The definition of an 
immediate family member includes: grandparents, brother, sister, brother-in-law, 
sister-in-law, daughter-in-law, son-in-law, father, father-in-law, mother, mother-
in-law, spouse, child, grandchild, legal guardian, or other person who stands in 
the place of a parent. 
5.2 Upon hire, a full-time Administrator or ATSS employee will receive one hundred 
and twenty (120) hours of sick leave credited to his/her leave account. 
5.3 After the first year of employment and thereafter, sick leave will accrue for full-
time Administrators and ATSS pro-rated each pay period for a maximum of 120 
hours per year. 
5.4 Upon hire, the part-time Administrator or ATSS employee will receive a pro-rated 
amount of sick leave credited to his/her leave account, based upon the employee's 
full-time equivalency (FTE) percentage determined at the time of hire. For 
example, a half-time employee (.50 FTE) will be eligible for a credit of sixty (60) 
hours of sick leave, etc. 
5.5 After the first year of employment and thereafter, sick leave shall accrue for part-
time administrators and ATSS at a pro-rated amount based upon the employee's 
FTE. 
5.6 An Administrator or ATSS may transfer into his/her University sick leave account 
any accumulated, documented, and verified sick leave balance that has been 
accumulated in the public service in the State of Ohio, provided that his/her re-
Ceriified as True and f>mect 
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employment takes place within ten (10) years of the date on which the employee 
was last terminated from public service. If the employee elects to do so and 
informs the Department of Human Resources , he/she may elect to transfer any 
unused and unpaid sick leave balance above one-hundred and twenty (120) hours 
to their Shawnee State University sick leave account. This amount will be in 
addition to the University credited amount. For example, if the employee had six 
hundred and twenty (620) hours of unused and unpaid sick leave from a prior 
state of Ohio employer, then five hundred (500) hours could be transferred to 
Shawnee State University. 
5.7 There is no maximum applied to the amount of sick leave that may be 
accumulated during active employment. 
5.8 The sick leave account balance will be reduced an hour for each hour of sick 
leave used. As an alternative to using up sick leave hours, the employee and 
supervisor may use flexible scheduling (working less hours of the normal 
schedule and making those hours up another time or day) to account for time off 
for medical appointments or other reasons which would otherwise be used as sick 
leave hours. For ATSS, hours must be made up within the same week, or if not, 
the sick leave account will be reduced an hour for each hour of sick leave used. 
5.9 Employees requesting sick leave (including leave that qualifies under the Family 
and Medical Leave Act - FMLA) must submit their request electronically 
through the BearTrax system. When the leave is foreseeable, the employee must 
make every effort to request the leave thirty (30) days in advance of the Leave. 
When that is not possible for the leave request form to be submitted in advance of 
the leave, it must be approved by supervisor and submitted to Human Resources 
upon return from the absence. Time on approved sick leave will run concurrent 
with an approved leave under FMLA (refer to section 7.0 below). 
5 .10 If an employee is expected to be off more than five ( 5) consecutive work days, a 
signed or official doctor's statement must be submitted in advance to the 
supervisor or Human Resources. If an employee does not have advance warning, 
the doctor's statement must be provided to the supervisor or Human Resources as 
soon as practicable after the employee knows he/she will be off more than five (5) 
consecutive days and in no event any later than the date the employee returns to 
work (unless more time is granted by the Director of Human Resources or 
designee). 
5.11 In situations of sick leave involving less than five (5) consecutive work days, 
where suspicious patterns of leave exist (e.g., leave tak'en unme 1a e y be ore or 
Cornf1ed as True and Correct 
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after weekends or days off), a doctor's statement may be required upon the 
request of the supervisor or Human Resources. All doctors' statements shall be in 
the form of a signed or official statement from the attending physician, stating the 
general nature of the illness, date of medical treatment, and the conditions under 
which the employee is released to return to work or a statement from the attending 
physician verifying the illness or injury of the employee's immediate family 
member. The failure to submit doctor's statements, or the failure to submit proper 
leave forms to Human Resources, may result in delay of payment for the time 
missed. 
6.0 SICK LEA VE RETIREMENT PAYMENT 
6.1 The Administrator or A TSS, upon official state retirement from active service or 
upon separation of employment by an alternative retirement plan (ARP) 
participant who meets the eligibility requirements under the state pensions 
systems (OPERS or STRS) and with ten or more years of service with the State of 
Ohio or any of its political subdivisions, will be paid as follows: 
6.1.1 For employees who retire prior to January 1, 2021 payment shall be for 
one-fourth of the value of sick leave balance, up to a maximum payment 
of 320 hours. 
6.1.2 Employees who retire on or after January 1, 2021 will be paid for one-
fourth of the value of accumulated sick leave balance, up to a maximum 
payment of 240 hours. 
6.1.3 Payment will be based upon the employee's base per hour rate of pay at 
the time of retirement. Any unpaid leave remaining on the Shawnee State 
sick leave account will be available for use upon rehire (unless hired into a 
position that does not provide sick leave). 
6.1.4 In the event of an eligible employee's death prior to retirement, the sick 
leave retirement payout is not subject to payment to the employee's estate. 
6.2 The payout of sick leave balance as provided in this policy will be made only 
once to any Administrator or A TSS. An employee, who received such cash 
payout and who was rehired post retirement, may accrue and use sick leave while 
actively employed but shall not be eligible for payment of any unused sick leave 
balance. 
Certified as True and Correct 
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6.3 Intentional misuse of the sick leave provision herein may be considered grounds 
for disciplinary action. Non-compliance with sick leave rules and regulations may 
result in the Administrator or ATSS not receiving pay for the requested sick leave. 
7 .0 FAMILY AND MEDICAL LEA VE POLICY 
7.1 SCOPE 
Employees with at least one year of service with the University and who have 
worked for 1,250 hours in the previous 12 month period are eligible for up to 
twelve weeks of paid (existing sick leave and/or vacation) and/or unpaid leave for 
qualifying events, in a twelve month period (rolling year, see CFR 29, Part 
825.200). Qualifying events are: 
7 .1.1 Childbirth (due to the birth or to care for the newborn child) 
7 .1.2 Adoption or foster care 
7 .1.3 Serious personal illness -
7 .1.3 .1 A serious health condition that results in a period of incapacity 
for more than three days during which the employee is unable to 
work, or 
7 .1.3 .2 A chronic condition requiring a regimen of ongoing care by a 
health care provider that intermittently (less than three days) 
renders the employee unable to work while seeking treatment or 
while recovering from the condition. 
7 .1.4 The serious health condition of a member of the employee's immediate 
family (as defined in 5.l above) which requires the employee to provide 
care. 
7 .1.5 Qualifying exigency arising out of the fact that the employee's spouse, 
child, or parent is a covered military member on active duty, or has been 
called to active duty, in support of a contingency operation. 
7.1.6 Care for a covered service member with a serious injury or illness if the 
employee is the spouse, child, parent or next of kin of the service member. 
7.2 LENGTH OF LEAVE/PAID OR UNPAID 
Family and Medical Leave provides an eligible employee to take up to twelve 
workweeks of leave per rolling twelve-month period Emp oyees wi I first use 
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sick leave, where appropriate, prior to vacation and any unpaid leave. Employees 
will use vacation and any comp time prior to any unpaid leave after sick leave is 
exhausted or for events where sick leave is inappropriate. Family Medical Leave 
coordinates and runs concurrently with other paid and unpaid leaves. 
7.3 CHILDBIRTH AND ADOPTION TIMEFRAME 
Leave under this policy which pertains to care for a newborn, adopted, or foster 
child may only be taken within twelve months of the child's birth or placement 
into the employee's home. 
7.4 CERTIFICATION FOR HEALTH LEAVE 
If an employee requires leave for a serious health condition for himself/herself or 
a spouse, parent, or child a health care provider's certification shall be required 
stating the commencement date and probable duration of the condition and the 
medical facts substantiating the condition. The University may require an 
independent examination at no cost to the employee. 
7 .5 NOTICE OF THE LEA VE 
Employees must provide at least thirty days' advance notice if the leave is 
foreseeable. If the leave must begin within fewer than thirty days, the employee 
must provide notice as soon as practicable. 
7.6 EMPLOYMENT AND BENEFITS PROTECTION 
Any employee who takes leave under the provisions of this policy, on return from 
such leave shall be restored by the University to the position of employment held 
by the employee when the leave commenced or be restored to an equivalent 
position with equivalent employment benefits, pay, and other terms and 
conditions of employment. 
7 .7 CONTINUATION OF HEALTH PLAN COVERAGE 
If after the exhaustion of all forms of paid leave, a period of unpaid leave is 
needed up to the twelve week maximum provided under this policy, the 
University shall maintain the coverage under the group health plan for this period 
under the conditions coverage would have been provided if the employee had 
continued in employment continuously for the duration of th IS!a e. U on return 
to work, the employee must make arrangements with the '*' !f f.l,I ..., .rr cl 
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Resources to make up the employee contributions missed for insurance coverage 
while on unpaid leave. 
7.8 RETURN FROM LEAVE 
If the employee fails to return from Family and Medical Leave, the University 
may recover the premium that the employer paid for maintaining coverage for the 
employee under the group health plan during any period of unpaid leave. 
8.0 DISABILITY LEAVE 
8.1 APPLICATION 
8.1.1 Full-time Administrators and A TSS may be granted a disability leave of 
absence in the event of a disabling illness or injury (except work related in 
which case workers' compensation rules will apply) that extends beyond 
leave provided under FMLA. 
8.1.2 Approval of such leave is contingent upon the employee submitting a 
satisfactory written physician's statement attesting that the essential 
functions of the assigned position cannot be performed. 
8.1.3 The University can request that an examination be completed by a 
physician of its choosing. In such case, the University will pay for the cost 
of the examination. 
8.1.4 Written application to the Department of Human Resources should be 
made as early as possible and must include a statement from the attending 
physician with a projected return date. 
8.2 DURATION AND RETENTION 
8.2.1 The duration of disability leave will be based on the projected return date 
provided by the attending physician. An initial request for disability leave 
may be for one year or less. A disability leave may be extended one 
additional year with a request for such extension to be made no later than 
sixty (60) days prior to the originally scheduled return date . The total 
amount of time on such leave, paid or unpaid, for the same injury or 
illness, may not exceed two years. The amount of time shall be reduced 
by family medical leave used for the same injury ·un s. 
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8.2.2 In order to be paid for disability leave, the employee will use all earned 
but unused sick leave, vacation leave, personal leave, and comp time. All 
types of paid leave must be used prior to unpaid leave. 
8.2.3 Prior to returning to work, the employee must provide the University with 
the attending physician's release attesting to his/her ability to perform the 
essential job duties. The University may request an independent 
examination as identified in 8.1.3 above. 
8.2.4 The employee will retain reinstatement rights to his/her current position if 
the disability leave is six (6) months or less. If such leave time exceeds six 
(6) months, up to a maximum of twelve (12) months, the University will 
place such employee in the same or similar position in which the 
employee possesses the required qualifications necessary to perform the 
essential responsibilities. The University will make reasonable efforts to 
reinstate an employee to the same or similar position if such leave exceeds 
one year. 
8.3 INSURANCE COVERAGE 
8.3 .1 The University will continue group health insurance throughout the period 
of an approved paid leave. 
8.3.2 The University will continue group health insurance throughout the period 
of an approved unpaid leave that is not FMLA leave for a maximum of six 
(6) months. 
8.3.3 While on an approved unpaid leave (other than FMLA), the employee 
must timely remit the established insurance contribution payments for the 
duration of the leave. If the employee payment contributions are not 
timely remitted, the employee will forfeit University-provided health plan 
coverage and may elect health plan continuation under COBRA at 102% 
of the full cost of the University's health plan. 
8.3.4 The University will continue group health insurance as provided in the 
Family and Medical Leave Act (FMLA) of 1993 as currently amended, 
and offer group health continuation and conversion benefits as provided 
under the Consolidated Omnibus Reconciliation Act (COBRA). 
8.4 DISABILITY RETIREMENT REINSTATEMENT 
Certified as True cinci C-iro;)ct 
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In the case of an employee who has been granted a disability retirement through 
OPERS or STRS, the period ofreinstatement shall be in accordance with the 
prevailing rules of the state retirement system. 
8.5 An Employee requesting disability leave must submit his/her request 
electronically through the BearTrax System .. 
9.0 WORKERS' COMPENSATION LEAVE 
Workers' compensation leave will be provided as set forth in the Ohio statutes (ORC 
Chapter 4123) for workplace injuries and/or occupational diseases. Additional 
information may be found on the University website at the Office of Human Resources 
webpages. 
10.0 COURT/JURY DUTY LEAVE 
10.1 An employee who is required to report for jury duty or is subpoenaed to appear 
before any court, commission, board, or other legally constituted body, where the 
employee is not a party to the action, shall be entitled to leave with pay for the 
scheduled work hours lost as the result of such duty. For A TSS employees, the 
employees will be compensated by the University in an amount equal to his/her 
straight-time (non-overtime) rate of pay. For both Administrators and ATTS 
employees, their normal pay will paid to them while on jury duty, less the amount 
received by the employee from the government for such appearance. An 
employee who reports for such duty and is excused shall immediately contact 
his/her immediate supervisor and report for work, if requested. 
10.2 In order to be paid by the University for such leave the employee must submit to 
Human Resources written proof, executed by the administrator of the court, 
showing the duration of such duty and the amount of compensation received for 
such duty. 
11.0 MILITARY LEAVE 
11.1 An employee who is unable to report for regularly scheduled work because the 
employee is required to report for duty as an active duty member of the armed 
forces, a reserve member of the armed forces, or as a member of the Ohio 
National Guard shall be compensated in accordance with Ohio law. 
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11.2 The University will adhere to any federal or state laws enacted regarding 
employer responsibilities toward active employees who are members of the armed 
forces. 
11.3 To be eligible for this leave and in accordance with federal and state law, the 
employee upon request, shall provide the order or written statement from the 
appropriate military commander to his/her supervisor which shall be forwarded to 
Human Resources. 
12.0 REQUEST FOR LEA VE FORMS 
History 
12.1 Request for leaves as identified in this policy are provided electronically via the 
Bear Trax system. In order to assure accuracy of leave balances and to properly 
secure approvals for leaves, every effort should be made to make requests prior to 
the end of the pay period in which the leave is to occur. In rare circumstances in 
which this cannot be done due to emergency or oversight, the employee must 
submit such request at the earliest date upon return from leave. Prior notification 
to the employee's supervisor of anticipated leaves is expected. 
12.2 For additional guidelines regarding leaves of absences may be found on the 
Department of Human Resources website. 
Effective: 09/19114 (Replaces 4.55REV; 4.56REV; 4.57REV; 4.65 and 4.68) 
Revised: 10/13/17; 10/14116; 08/19/16 
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1.0 PURPOSE 
The University is committed to providing administrators,.'"'6ft4 administrative technical 
support staff (ATSS), and law enforcement officers with appropriate avenues for 
employees to take time away from work assignments and for the University to remain 
fully compliant with applicable regulatory provisions for various forms of leaves that are 
essential to the health and wellbeing of University employees. This policy identifies the 
holidays that are observed by the University, provides for the accrual and use of vacation, 
and defines the various forms of leaves of absences (LO As) that are available. 
2.0 HOLIDAYS 
2.1 The following are designated University holidays: 
Holiday 
New Year's Day 











Third Monday in January 
Third Monday in February 
Last Monday in May 
July4 
First Monday in September 
Second Monday in October 
November 11 
Fourth Thursday in November 
December 25 
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2.2 The University will develop a schedule each year that will allow for designated 
holidays to be observed. The two holidays marked with an asterisk (*) on the list 
will be observed on the Friday after Thanksgiving and on the day before 
Christmas Day. 
2.3 If any of the holidays as provided herein falls on Saturday, the Friday 
immediately preceding shall be observed as the holiday. If any of the holidays as 
provided herein falls on Sunday, the Monday immediately succeeding shall be 
observed as the holiday. 
2.4 The University reserves the right to require work on observed holjdays at its 
discretion. Non-exempt salaried employees working on an observed holiday sball 
be paid for the holiday and for the actual time worked at one and one-half (I Yl) 
times their base salary p r-hour rate of pay. 
3.0 WINTER BREAK 
3. t Beginning in 2017, the University w ill be clo ed for Winter break each year from 
December 26 through December 31. 
2-:-33 .2 In order to provide for the safe-keeping of the University, the Department of 
Public Safety will remain open and DPS Officers will continue their normal work 
schedule during thi time. DPS Officers regular ly schedu led to work shall 
receive their regular per hour rate of pay. 
VACATION LEA VE AND PERSONAL LEA VE 
J..:.l..4_J_The University regards a vacation as a period of rest and relaxation earned for 
past service. Since the annual vacation is important to the wellbeing of employees 
and their families, employees are encouraged to utilize all earned vacation. 
3.24 .2 The Yaeation year upon wh:ieh aecrual is eased is July l tA:re1:1gh J1:1ne 30.For 
accrual purposes, the vacation year shall be ba ed on an employee 's anniversary 
date. 
Full-time employees accrue vacation leave based upon the schedule below. Part 
time employees who work twelve months will receive pro-rated vacation. 
Certified as True arid Correct 
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Admin/ATSS Vacation Accrual Structure 
Years 0-2 17 136 5.23 272.00 
Years 3-5 18 144 5.54 288.00 
Years 6-8 19 152 5.85 304.00 
Years 9-11 20 160 6.15 320.00 
Years 12-14 21 168 6.46 336.00 
Year15+ 22 176 6.77 352.00 
Public Safetv Officers Vacation Accrual Structure 
Years 0-2 20 160 6.15 320.00 
Years 3-5 21 168 6.46 336.00 
Years 6-8 22 176 6.77 352.00 
Years 9-11 23 184 7.08 368.00 
Years 12-14 24 192 7.38 384.00 
Year15+ 25 200 7.69 400.00 
Years ef Serv iee Days of Vaeetionll:::ffieioymeRt Year 
Less than 3 years 2Q 
3 5 years 21 
g >'ears 22 
9 JI years 23 
12 14 years 24 
15 years or J'ROFe 25 
J.44.4 Employees working less than twelve months per year will not accrue vacation. 
Instead they will receive two personal days per year on July 1st which may be 
used with sufficient notice to arrange coverage and subject to supervisor approval. 
Unused personal days will not carry over from year to year. These days will be 
added to the employee's leave balance upon hire and will expire each year on 
June 30th. 
An employee may accumulate a maximum of two (2) times the accrued aayshours 
of vacation earned in one year. This amount may be carried over from year to 
year. With approval of the division vice president, an adelitimia am un 15 
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carried over when vacation cannot be taken due to operational needs outside the 
employee's control. 
A newly hired employee's vacation accrual rate may include prior public f>Fe'lieHs 
f1:tll time service with athe State of Ohio state ageRey or political subdivision with 
the following conditions: 
The employee must inform and provide written documentation to 
the Department of Human Resources within ninety (90) days of 
employment that s/he has foll time service with a-the Sstate of Ohio 
ageRey or subdivision efthe State ef Ohie. In such case, the 
employee's accrual will be adjusted to the appropriate rate from the date 
of employment with the University. 
Notification by the employee to the Department of Human 
Resources received after ninety (90) days of employment with the 
University will be applied to the employee's accrual rate beginning the 
next full pay period in which the request and required documentation are 
received by Human Resources. 
The employee's adjusted accrual balance (whether retroactive to 
the employment date or a later date) will be reflected on the pay records 
beginning with the next full pay period after receipt of required 
documentation. 
4.6.4 A year of full time service with a the -s§.tate of Ohio ageney or n_political 
subdivision is considered as twenty-six (26) biweekly periods. 
An mployee who has retired in accordance with the provisions of 
any retirement plan offered by the State of Ohio (a reemployed retiree) 
will not have prior service with the State of Ohio, any political subdivision 
of the State or a regional council of government counted for purp ses of 
computing vacation leave. 
To assure accurate leave balances, requesting vacation leave must 
submit their reque t electronically through the BearTrax system.eom13lete i:u:id 
sigR a ReEJ:Hest fer Leave 
.Em:m., obtain the signat1:1re of their s1:1pervisor and sead the eriginal farm to 
H1:1FRE1:R Reso1,l:fees prior te the end of the pay 19ei·ioel in whieh the lea't'e oeeHrs 
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3.11 
Consistent Et*Gessive Extended vacation lea¥&-requests (over 3 weeks in a single 
instance) may have a negative impact on the operation and will be considered 
only as an exception with accompanying extenuating circumstances. Requests of 
this nature will require a written rationale with supervisor approval, as well as the 
approval of the division vice president. 
.J...94..9 When an official University observed holiday falls within an employee's vacation 
that day will not be charged as vacation. 
All accrued vacation must be exhausted before an unpaid leave of absence 
commences. 
............. 1 ...... l __ Employees who retire or resign will be paid for earned but unused 
vacation up to a maximum of two times the accrued of vacation in one 
year at the time of his/.fiertheir departure. In the event of the death of an employee, 
vacation pay for vacation earned but not taken up to a maximum of two times the 
accrued of vacation in one year will be paid to the estate of the 
employee. 
The Department of Human Resources will maintain an up-to-date record 
of vacation for each employee. Any questions concerning vacation record-
keeping should be directed to Human Resources. 
4'()5.0 SICK LEAVE 
+.-1-2,l_Sick leave be used for an authorized absence from we* 
eeeaHsescheduled duties due to-ef illness, accident, exposure to 
contagious disease, health examinations or treatment (medical, dental or 
optical} for self orexamination or treatment of the employee or immediate 
family members when employees attendance is required, family 
emergencies requiring the attendance of the employee, pregnancy and/or 
childbirth and related condition , -or death in_of a member of the 
employee's immediate family. The definition of an immediate family member 
includes: grandparents, brother, sister, brother-in-law, sister-in-law, daughter-in-
law, son-in-law, father, father-in-law, mother, mother-in-law, spouse, child, 
grandchild, legal guardian, or other person who stands in the place of a parent. 
Upon hire, a full-time Administrator or ATSS employee will receive one hundred 
and twenty (120) hours of sick leave credited to his/hei: leav. eoount.,-----
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4d2,l_After the first year of employment and thereafter, sick leave will accrue for full-
time Administrators and ATSS pro-rated each pay period for a maximum of 120 
hours per year. 
4:45.4 Upon hire, the part-time Administrator or ATSS employee will receive a pro-rated 
amount of sick leave credited to his/her leave account, based upon the employee's 
full-time equivalency (FTE) percentage determined at the time of hire. For 
example, a half-time employee (.50 FTE) will be eligible for a credit of sixty (60) 
hours of sick leave, etc. 
4-:-:)5.5 After the first year of employment and thereafter, sick leave shall accrue for part-
time administrators and ATSS at a pro-rated amount based upon the employee's 
FTE for eaeh day in any given pay period. 
4.-eS.6 An Administrator or ATSS may transfer into theff-his/her University sick leave 
account any accumulated, documented, and verified sick leave balance that has 
been accumulated in the public service in the State of Ohioby e sehool system, 
governmeAL egeney department or i-Bstitution of the goyerRJllent of the State of 
Gffie.:.. provided that his/her re-employment takes place within ten ( l 0) years of 
the date on which the employee wa last terminated from public service. If the 
employee elects to do so and informs the Department of Human Resources withffi 
B:inety (90) days of his/her empleymeAt date, he/she may elect to transfer any 
unused and unpaid sick leave balance above one-hundred and twenty (120) hours 
to their Shawnee State University sick leave account. This amount will be in 
addition to the University credited amount. For example, if the employee had six 
hundred and twenty (620) hours of unused and unpaid sick leave from a prior 
state of Ohio employer, then five hundred (500) hours could be transferred to 
Shawnee State University. 
4-:+5.7 There is no maximum applied to the amount of sick leave that may be 
accumulated during active employment. 
The sick leave account balance will be reduced an hour for each hour of sick 
leave used. As an alternative to using up sick leave hours, the employee and 
supervisor may use flexible scheduling (working less hours of the normal 
schedule and making those hours up another time or day) to account for time off 
for medical appointments or other reasons which would otherwise be used as sick 
leave hours. For ATSS, hours must be made up within the same week, or if not, 
the sick leave account will be reduced an hour for each hour of sick leave used. 
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4.9 Siek leiwe may be 1:1tiJized for aA a1:1thorjzed absenee froFR seeecll:Jled duties d1:1e to 
illness aeeident, expos1:1re to eontagio1:1s disease faR1ily emergeneies req1:1iring tl=ie 
rutendaaee of tl=ie employee, dental or optical emmunation or treatment 13regnaney 
and/or ehildbirtl=t &Ad related eonditioA:s, or deat:A in tl=ie immediate family. 
4:+G5.9Employees requesting sick leave (including leave that qualifies under the Family 
and Medical Leave Act - FMLA) must eoreple submit their request electronically 
through lhe BearTrax system. When the leave is foreseeable, the employee must 
make every effort to request the leave te 8:Bd sign a Request for Leave 
f..Q.rm., obta:in tl'le signat1:1re of thew s1;1pen·isor B:Ad send the origiRal k>rm to 
Human Reso1:1rees prior lo tl'le end of the pay period i:n whieh the lea•1e oee1:1rs 
thirty (30) days in advance of the need i r foreseeable B:Ad sueh A:otiee is 
praetieable. Leave. u.#When that is not possible for the leave request form to be 
submitted in advance of the leave, it must be approved by supervisorieft and 
submitted to Human Resources upon return from the absence. Time on approved 
sick leave will run concurrent with an approved leave under FMLA (refer to 
section below). 
4-:-1-+ 5 . 1 0 If an employee is expected to be off more than five ( 5) consecutive work 
days, a signed or official doctor's statement must be submitted in advance to the 
supervisor or Human Resources. If an employee does not have advance warning, 
the doctor's statement must be provided to the supervisor or Human Resources as 
soon as practicable after the employee knows he/she will be off more than five (5) 
consecutive days and in no event any later than the date the employee returns to 
work (unless more time is granted by the Director of Human Resources or 
designee). 
5.1 l Jn situations of sick leave iavolvi-ag Family aad Medical Leave or lea'1e 
involving less than five (5) consecutive work days, where suspicious patterns of 
leave exist (e.g., lea e taken immediately before or after weekends or days ofO, 
aREI there are kabitl:tal abseRees, a doctor's statement may be required upon the 
request of the supervisor or Human Resources. All doctors' statements shall be in 
the form of a signed or official statement from the attending physician, stating the 
general nature of the illness, date of medical treatment, and the conditions under 
which the employee is released to return to work or a statement from the attending 
physician verifying the illness or injury of the employee's immediate family 
member. The failure to submit doctor's statements, or the failure to submit proper 
leave forms to Human Resources, may result in delay of payment for the time 
missed. 
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4:-H-QJ. The Administrator or A TSS, upon official state retirement from active service or 
upon separation of employment by an alternative retirement plan CARP} 
participant who meets the eligibility requirements under the state pensions 
systems (OPERS or STRS) retiremeHt systems _and with ten or more years of 
service with the State of Ohio or any of its political subdivisions, will be paid a 
follows: 
4:+46.1.1 full time service with the Uni•1ersity (ineluding predeeessor 
institutions), ·.viii be paid in eash for one feurt.h of the value oftl=ieir sielc 
lea¥e ealanee l:1J9 to one For employees who retire prior to January l, 202 1 
aeti¥ely em13loyed B£i of Deeemeer 31, 2Q17 payment shal I be for one-
fourth of the value of sick leave balance, up to a maximum payment of 
h1:1Hared siuty days (320 hours). 
Employees who retire hfreEl-on or after January I, 202 1 +& will be 
paid for one-fourth of the value of accumulated sick leave balance. up to a 
maximum payment of 240 hours. 
l.3 -Payment will be based upon the employee's base per hour rate of 
pay at the time of retirement. Any unpaid leave remaining on the Shawnee 
State sick leave account will be available for use upon rehire (unless hired 
into a position that does not provide sick leave). 
4:-l-76.1.4 In the event of an eligible employee's death, prior to retirement. 
the sick leave retirement payout is not subject to payment to the 
employee's-the estate.:. is Rot eRtitled to 1:1Fn:1sed siek le&11e. 
4:+86.2The ea5ft payout of sick leave balance as provided in seetioR 4. l 3this policy will 
be made only once to any Administrator or ATSS. An employee, who received 
such cash payout and who was rehired by tke UHiversity afteFPQ§! retirement, may 
accrue and use sick leave while actively employed but shall not be eligible for 
payment of eoHvert to eash any unused sick leave balance.:. at the time of a seeoHa 
retiremeRt. 
4:+96.3Intentional misuse of the sick leave provision herein may be considered grounds 
for disciplinary action. Non-compliance with sick leave rules and regulations may 
result in the Administrator or ATSS not receiving pay for the requested sick leave. 
FAMILY AND MEDICAL LEAVE POLICY 
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HLLSCOPE 
Employees with at least one year of service with the University and who have 
worked for 1,250 hours in the previous 12 month period are eligible for up to 
twelve weeks of paid (existing sick leave and/or vacation) and/or unpaid leave for 
qualifying events, in a twelve month period (rolling year, see CFR 29, Part 
825 .200). Qualifying events are: 
?J.7_.1.1 Childbirth (due to the birth or to care for the newborn child) 
'NitAiA tv,rel 11e moAths followiflg the birtl1 of the · s ehild. 
?J.7_.1.2 Adoption or foster care 
withi-B twelve months of the adoption or plaeemeAt of a ehild for foster eare. 
?J.7_.1.3 Serious personal illness -
?J.7_.1.3 .1 A serious health condition that results in a period of incapacity 
for more than three days during which the employee is unable to 
work, or 
?J.7_.1.3 .2 A chronic condition requiring a regimen of ongoing care by a 
health care provider that intermittently (less than three days) 
renders the employee unable to work while seeking treatment or 
while recovering from the condition. 
$-7_.1.4 The serious health condition SerioHs illness of a member of the 
employee's immediate family (as defined in 5.1 above) a serioHs health 
eondition (es definea in 5. l.1.3 abo·1e) which requires the employee to 
provide care. 
Immediate family is : father mother spo1:1se and ehild (1:1eder 18 or over I 8 if 
ineapaele of self eare.) 
$-7_.1.5 Qualifying exigency arising out of the fact that the employee's spouse, 
child, or parent is a covered military member on active duty, or has been 
called to active duty, in support of a contingency operation. 
$-1.1.6 Care for a covered service member with a serious injury or illness if the 
employee is the spouse, child, parent or next of kin of the service member. 
LENGTH OF LEAVE/PAID OR UNPAID 
Family and Medical Leave provides an eligible employee to take up to twelve 
workweeks of leave per rolling twelve-month period. Employees will first use 
sick leave, where appropriate, prior to vacation a d an unpaid eav . Rmploy..:x:.-,,,---. 
will use vacation and any comp time prior to any mpaicl 
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exhausted or for events where sick leave is inappropriate. Family Medical Leave 
coordinates and runs concurrently with other paid and unpaid leaves. 
CHILDBIRTH AND ADOPTION TIMEFRAME 
Leave under this policy which pertains to care for a newborn, adopted, or foster 
child may only be taken within twelve months of the child's birth or placement 
into the employee's home. 
7.4 CERTIFICATION FOR HEAL TH LEA VE 
If an employee requires leave for a serious health condition for himself/herself or 
a spouse, parent, or child a health care provider's certification shall be required 
stating the commencement date and probable duration of the condition and the 
medical facts substantiating the condition. The University may require an 
independent examination at no cost to the employee. 
g1.5 NOTICE OF THE LEA VE 
Employees must provide at least thirty days' advance notice if the leave is 
foreseeable. If the leave must begin within fewer than thirty days, the employee 
must provide notice as soon as practicable. 
EMPLOYMENT AND BENEFITS PROTECTION 
Any employee who takes leave under the provisions of this policy, on return from 
such leave shall be restored by the University to the position of employment held 
by the employee when the leave commenced or be restored to an equivalent 
position with equivalent employment benefits, pay, and other terms and 
conditions of employment. 
H7.7 CONTINUATION OF HEALTH PLAN COVERAGE 
If after the exhaustion of all forms of paid leave, a period of unpaid leave is 
needed up to the twelve week maximum pro ided under thi policyreqLo1ired to 
complete the twelYe week leave given through this po licy, the University shall 
maintain the coverage under the group health plan for this period under the 
conditions coverage would have been provided if the employee had continued in 
employment continuously for the duration of the leave. Upon return to work, the 
employee must make arrangements with the Departrtren e Human Resourc-e_ to 
Certified as True c,r:·er;t 
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make up the employee contributions missed for insurance coverage while on 
unpaid leave. 
RETURN FROM LEA VE 
If the employee fails to return from Family and Medical Leave, the University 
may recover the premium that the employer paid for maintaining coverage for the 
employee under the group health plan during any period of unpaid leave. 
DISABILITY LEA VE 
TION 
M.-1-_8_.l_.l __ Full-time Administrators and ATSS may be granted a disability 
leave of absence in the event of a disabling illness or injury (except work 
related in which case workers' compensation rules will apply) that extends 
beyond leave provided under FMLA. 
Approval of such leave is contingent upon the employee 
submitting a satisfactory written physician's statement attesting that the 
essential functions of the assigned position cannot be performed. 
The University can request that an examination be completed by a 
physician of its choosing. In such case, the University will pay for the cost 
of the examination. 
Written application to the Department of Human Resources should 
be made as early as possible and must include a statement from the 
attending physician with a projected return date. 
DURATION AND RETENTION 
6-±.-1-8.2.1 The duration of disability leave will be based on the projected 
return date provided by the attending physician. An initial request for 
disability leave may be for one year or less. A disability leave may be 
extended one additional year with a request for such extension to be made 
no later than sixty (60) days prior to the originally scheduled return date. 
The total amount of time on such leave, paid or unpaid, for the same injury 
or illness, may not exceed two years. The amount of time shall be reduced 
by family medical leave used for the same i uur or if n s. 
C.:;rtified as True and Correct 
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In order to be paid for disability leave, the employee will use all 
earned but unused sick leave vacation leave, persona l leave, er-and comp 
time. All types of paid leave must be used prior to unpaid leave. 
Prior to returning to work, the employee must provide the 
University with the attending physician's release attesting to his/her ability 
to perform the essential job duties. The University may request an 
independent examination as identified in above. 
The employee will retain reinstatement rights to his/her current 
position if the disability leave is six ( 6) months or less. If such leave time 
exceeds six (6) months, up to a maximum of twelve (12) months, the 
University will place such employee in the same or similar position in 
which the employee possesses the required qualifications necessary to 
perform the essential responsibilities. The University will make tweey 
reasonable effort§. to reinstate an employee to the same or similar position 
if such leave exceeds one year. 
&J8.3 INSURANCE COVERAGE 
&J.+8.3.1 The University will continue group health insurance throughout the 
period of an approved paid leave. 
The University will continue group health insurance throughout the 
period of an approved unpaid leave that is not FMLA leave for a 
maximum of six (6) months. 
While on an approved unpaid leave (other than FMLA), the 
employee must timely remit the established insurance contribution 
payments for the duration of the leave. If the employee payment 
contributions are not timely remitted, the employee will forfeit University-
provided health plan coverage and may elect health plan continuation 
under COBRA at 102% of the full cost of the University's health plan. 
&J.:48.3.4 The University will continue group health insurance as provided in 
the Family and Medical Leave Act (FMLA) of 1993 as currently amended, 
and offer group health continuation and conversion benefits as provided 
under the Consolidated Omnibus Reconciliation Act (COBRA). 
6-:48.4 DISABILITY RETIREMENT REINSTATEMENT 
Cert1fif:d ss True and CD1 r <)Ct 
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In the case of an employee who has been granted a disability retirement through 
OPERS or STRS, the period of reinstatement shall be in accordance with the 
prevailing rules of the state retirement system. AR who wishes to he 
reiAstated frem disability retiremeAt must malce Wfitten applieation to the 
appropriate Viee President and m1:1st eomplele a "fit to retHrA to d1:1ty" 
eKamiAa-tion sho•NiAg reeovery from the disability or iaj1:1ry 0::11d attest th.et the 
essential funetions of the positioR GEHl be performed. The physieal e><aminatiofl 
sl'lall be gi·,cen by a lieeRsed pl'lysisiaR designated by tRe Uni 1,·ersity or iA the ease 
of disabi I ity reti:rerneAt, by a physieiaR designated by the state retirement system. 
The eost of sueh e1carnination will be borne by tRe iadividual. No appJieation for 
reinstatemeAt will be ·,cal id if filed after tl'le elate that afl employee is eligible for 
serviee retirement with the state retiremeAt system. The UAiversity will eoRsider 
en applieation unEler this provisioR however reinstatemeat is Rot 
gNa:r&Rteed. 
gs.s An Employees requesting disability leave must eofftf3lete aRd sign a Recrnest for 
Lea¥e Form. obtliifl ti:ie signature of their supeITisor anel send the original foFF11 to 
Hum0fl Resourees 13rior to tlle eRd of the pay period in whieb tJ:te leave 
eeettffisubmit his/her request electronically through the BearTrax System .. 
WORKERS' COMPENSATION LEAVE 
Workers' compensation leave will be provided as set forth in the Ohio statutes (ORC 
Chapter 4123) for workplace injuries and/or occupational diseases. Additional 
information may be found on the University website at the Office of Human Resources 
webpages. 
&410.0COURT/JURY DUTY LEAVE 
10.1 An employee who is required to report for jury duty or is subpoenaed to appear 
before any court, commission .. board, or other legally constituted body, where the 
employee is not a party to the action, shall be entitled to leave with pay for the 
scheduled work hours lost as the result of such duty. For ATSS employees, the 
employees will be compensated by the University in an amount equal to his/her 
straight-time (non-overtime) rate of pay. For both Administrators and ATTS 
employees, their normal pay will paid to them while on jury duty, less the amount 
received by the employee from the government for such appearance. An 
employee who reports for such duty and is excused shall immediately contact 
his/her immediate supervisor and report for work, if requested. 
Certified as True and Co1roct 
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&.+ 10.2In order to be paid by the University for such leave the employee must submit to 
Human Resources written proof, executed by the administrator of the court.lo 
showing the duration of such duty and the amount of compensation received for 
such duty. 
8.2 Bmplo,,ees requesting eo1:1rt/juf)' eut)• lea"i'e must eomplete aREI sigA a ReqMest for 
Leave Form, obtain the sigae.ture of their supervisor aed seeEl the m·iginal ferm to 
I lumae Reseurees prior to the end of the pay period in whieh the leave oeeul·s. 
9.-011.0MILIT ARY LEA VE 
An employee who is unable to report for regularly scheduled work because the 
employee is required to report for duty as an active duty member of the armed 
forces, a reserve member of the armed forces, or as a member of the Ohio 
National Guard shall be compensated in accordance with Ohio law. 
'94illThe University will adhere to any federal or state laws enacted auriHg the tefffl: of 
this AgreemeHt regarding employer responsibilities toward active employees who 
are members of the armed forces. 
l.3To be eligible for this leave and in accordance with federal and state law, the 
employee upon request. shallis to provide the order or written statement 
from the appropriate military commander to his/her supervisor which shall be 
forwarded to Human Resources. 
9.4 E.mployees requestieg military leave must eomplete and sign a Request fur Leave 
.Em:m. obtaifl the sigAaH:tre of their supervisor aAel senel the original form to 
Human Resouroes prior to the eRd of the pay perioel iA whieh the leave occ.mrs. 
12.0 REQUEST FORRBQUIRBD LEAVE FORMS 
/OTWeR RBQUIRBMm.ffS 
Request for leaves as identified in this policy are provided electronically via the 
Bear Trax system. Emp-ioyees are required to oomplete Request for bea·1e Fonns 
to leaves of absenee. as indicated in the abon sections. These ferms 
must be eompleted by the empl.oyee signeEi ay tile supervisor and turneEl in to 
Human Resources by the end of ilie pay peFiod iR \vhieh tke absenee oee1:1rs. Ln 
order to assure accuracy of leave balances and to properly secure approvals for 
leaves. every effort should be made to make requests prior to the end of the pay 
period in which the leave is to occur. In rare circumstances in which this cannot 
tr ubmi uch Te at 
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Histozy 
the earliest date upon return from leave. Prior notification to the employee's 
supervisor of anticipated lea es is expected. 
% l 2.2The Department of Human Resourees may 19rovide fEor additional guidelines 
regarding leaves of absences may be found on the &Ad requirements whieh may be 
fmmd on the Offioe of Human Res01:1rees Department of Human Resources 
website.wee19ages. 
Effective: 09/19/14 (Replaces 4.55REV; 4.56REV; 4.57REV; 4.65 and 4.68) 
Revised: 10/13/17: 10/14/16; 08/19/16 
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Academic Affairs Report, October 13, 2017 
Academic Events 
Dr. John Feldmeier, Wright State, gave SSU's Constitution Day Lecture on September 19. His 
presentation was entitled, "What to Expect from the U.S. Supreme Court's 2017 Term?". 
Professor Yuanheng Wang, visiting scholar from Zhejiang Normal University, gave mathematics 
presentations on August 30. Professor Wang joined SSU for approximately one month in order 
to work with Dr. Jinlu Li on research and several manuscripts. 
Textbook Affordability 
HB49 requires an annual report to the Efficiency Advisory Committee on the University's efforts 
to reduce textbook costs. HB49 also requires a study to determine the current cost of textbooks 
and the submission of that study to the Chancellor. SSU's Barnes and Noble Bookstore reports 
that SSU students paid approximately $47,000 less for textbooks in AV 16-17. Average cost per 
student decreased from $534 to $474 based on bookstore sales. In addition, several 
departments have turned to using open education resources available at no cost on line. For 
example, the Department of Mathematics reports student savings of nearly $100,000 this fall 
by using free open source materials. The Textbook Affordability Committee is currently 
reviewing additional strategies to reduce textbook costs for students. 
Bearers of the Future 
The University will be offering placement testing (Accuplacer) and career/majors exploration 
for gth graders at Portsmouth High School. Each student will be provided with both placement 
and career interest testing so they can begin preparing academic goals in high school to support 
post-secondary aspirations. Ms. Glenna Heckler-Todt, Director of Advising & Academic 
Resources, is responsible for developing this initiative. 
Give Back Go Forward 
Shawnee State is launching the Give Back Go Forward program, part of a statewide initiative 
that has grown out of partnerships between public universities, the Ohio Department of Higher 
Education, and the Ohio Department of Aging. Shawnee State's program is unique because it 
calls on the voluntary efforts of our students majoring in health pr fessions to assist the senior 
C.amfied as Tr 1 Correct 
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community surrounding the University. Students who participate will "give back" at least 100 
hours of their time to local senior citizens. In return, students will receive a three-credit-hour 
tuition waiver that they can use for courses during summer semester. More importantly, the 
experience and networking that the program provides will be invaluable for those students as 
they enter their chosen career pathways. 
Department of General and Transitional Education (GATE} 
Shawnee State is establishing a new academic department, the Department of General and 
Transitional Education (GATE), within the University College. This helps to fulfill a number of 
strategic initiatives to advance academic programs and services. In addition to the University's 
general education offerings, GATE will be responsible for overseeing developmental education 
including the Bridge Program. 
Academic Programs and Curriculum 
The Ohio Department of Higher Education requires submission of a final BOT-approved report 
on duplicative academic programs. The report is due at the end of the calendar year. HB49 also 
requires issuance of an annual report on the number of students who require remedial 
education, costs and causes of remediation, and specific areas of remediation provided by the 
university. This report will also be due by the end of the calendar year. 
Personnel 
The following are additional new faculty hires for the current academic year: 
• Ann Marie Allen, Occupational Therapy 
• Genoma Bender, Nursing 
• Alicia Fink, Nursing 
• Travis Lynn, Gaming and Simulation 
Certified as True and Ccirrect 
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Office of the Registrar 
15rn DAY ENROLLMENT REPORT 
FALL SEMESTER 2017 
Headcount FALL2016 FALL 2017 Up/Down 
Undergraduate 3366 3099 -267 
Graduate 169 176 +7 
Total 3535 3275 -260 
College Credit Plus/Non-DeJUee 237 307 +70 
Universitv Total 3772 3582 -190 
FTE FALL 2016 FALL 2017 Up/Down 
Undergraduate 3265 3064 -201 
Graduate 135 131 -4 











FTE calculations (per IPEDS calculation) include all registered students regardless of classification/program. 
Student Credit Hours FALL 2016 FALL 2017 Up/Down Chan2e % 
Undergraduate 48555 45845 -2710 -5.6 
Graduate 1680 1566 -114 -6.8 
Total 50235 47411 -2824 -5.6 
SCH -the course credit value multiplied by the number enrolled in the course and include all registered students 
Enrollment by Student FALL 2016 FALL 2017 Females Males Up/Down Change 
Type % 
First Time in any College 864 700 359 341 -164 -19.0 
Transfers 175 183 98 85 +8 +4.6 
First Year 380 315 152 163 -65 -17.1 
Sophomores 577 602 326 276 +25 +4.3 
Juniors 600 548 317 231 -52 -8.7 
Seniors 769 751 409 342 -18 -2.3 
Graduate New 41 53 48 5 +12 +29.3 
Graduate Continuing 128 123 85 38 -5 -3 .9 
Det!ree-seekinl! Total 3534 3275 1794 1481 -259 -7.3 
Graduate Enrollment by FALL2016 FALL 2017 Females Males Up/Down Change% 
Division/Dept 
EDUC 45 33 20 13 -12 -26.7 
MATH 23 17 7 10 -6 -26.1 
RSPP-MOT 84 88 77 11 +4 +4.8 
OTHER (EDVI I NTSC) 17 38 29 9 +21 +123 .5 
Undergraduate Enrollment by FALL2016 FALL 2017 Females 
Division/Dept 
Arts & Sciences 1177 1078 578 
ARTS 297 282 117 
HUMA 92 76 41 
MATH 39 44 22 
NSCI 403 345 204 
SSCI 346 331 194 
Professional Studies 1573 1521 822 
BUSI 363 326 146 
EDUC 193 196 169 
ENGT 364 339 36 
HSCI 169 235 190 
NURS 224 175 140 
RSPP 260 250 141 
University College 615 500 261 
University College 615 500 261 
Under2raduate Residencv FALL 2016 FALL 2017 Vo/Down 
Ohio 2925 2685 -240 
Kentucky 282 287 +5 
Other US States 1 159 101 -58 
International 2 33 26 -7 
1 Undergraduates represent 26 states and the District of Columbia. 
2 Undergraduate international students represent 18 countries. 
UnderJlraduate Countv of Orillin 3 FALL2016 FALL2017 
Southern Ohio 
Scioto 1195 1098 
Lawrence 110 116 
Adams 187 162 
Pike 246 210 
Total 1738 1586 
Central Ohio 
Franklin 125 117 
Licking 19 18 
Delaware 13 9 
Madison 20 15 
Pickaway 30 29 
Fairfield 36 34 
Union 7 5 
Ross 126 125 
Total 376 352 
Southwestern Ohio/Northern Kentucky 
Brown 43 38 
Butler 26 23 
Clermont 36 40 
Clinton 20 14 
Hamilton 70 59 
Highland 45 42 
Kenton (KY) 2 2 
Warren 29 23 
Total 271 241 
Males Up/Down Change% 
500 -99 -8.4 
165 -15 -5.1 
35 -16 -17.4 
22 +5 +12.8 
141 -58 -14.4 
137 -15 -4.3 
699 -52 -3.3 
180 -37 -10.2 
27 +3 +1.6 
303 -25 -16.9 
45 +66 +39.l 
35 -49 -21.9 
109 -10 -3.9 
239 -115 -18.7 






























3 Undergraduates represent 76 of Ohio's 88 counties, 24 Kentucky counties, and 7West .. , -., ., , ., 
· f (,L c,. •· .. ·• .... 1: ·.:::c.t 
2 September 5, f.P.Po 2011 
Underflraduate Demollraohics FALL2016 FALL 2017 Uo/Down Chane:e % 
Age 
Under 19 692 563 -129 -18 .6 
19 to 25 2223 2137 -86 -3 .9 
Over 25 451 399 -52 -11.5 
Ethnicity 
American Indian/ Alaskan 27 22 -5 -18.5 
Asian 17 23 +6 +35 .3 
Black/African American 202 165 -37 -18 .3 
Hispanic/Puerto Rican 26 20 -6 -23.1 
Native Hawaiian/Pacific 4 5 +1 +25.0 
White 2885 2670 -215 -7.5 
Two or more races 80 80 +O NIA 
Non-Citizen 39 31 -8 -20.5 
Unknown/Other 86 83 -3 -3.5 
Non-Degree FALL2016 FALL2017 Up/Down Chane:e % 
College Credit Plus/Non-Degree 237 307 +70 +29.5 




Office of the Registrar 
15THDAY ENROLLMENT REPORT 3 YEAR COMPARISON 
Headcount Fall 2015 Fall 2016 Fall 2017 
Undergraduate 3729 3603 3406 
Graduate 152 169 176 
Total 3881 3772 3582 
FTE Fall 2015 Fall 2016 Fall 2017 
Undergraduate 3348 3265 3064 
Graduate 128 135 131 
Total 3476 3400 3195 
New Student Headcount Fall 2015 Fall 2016 Fall 2017 
First Time in any College-FTIAC 869 864 700 
Transfers 218 175 183 
College Credit Plus 193 129 171 
(PSEO + Dual Credit) 
Non-Degree 9 9 24 
Graduate 42 41 53 
Total 1331 1218 1131 
Continuinl! Student Headcount Fall 2015 Fall 2016 Fall 2017 
Freshmen (1-29 hours earned) 373 380 315 
Sophomores (30-59 hours earned) 620 577 602 
Juniors (60-89 hours earned) 583 600 548 
Seniors (90+ hour earned) 783 769 751 
Non-Degree 81 100 112 
Graduate 110 128 123 
Total 2550 2554 2451 
Underf[raduate Residencv Fall 2015 Fall 2016 Fall 2017 
Ohio 3312 3162 2979 
Kentucky 292 301 281 
Other US States 83 107 120 
International 42 33 26 
September 5 2017 
r !ft '\ 1 rue 2r·1· c,)1r· ct 
Undergraduate County of Origin Fall 2015 Fall 2016 Fall 2017 
Southern Ohio 
Scioto 1434 1353 1340 
Lawrence 112 113 139 
Adams 239 207 170 
Pike 281 273 233 
Total 2066 1946 1882 
Central Ohio 
Franklin 117 126 117 
Licking 19 18 18 
Delaware 19 13 9 
Madison 15 20 15 
Pickaway 34 30 29 
Fairfield 33 36 34 
Union 4 7 5 
Ross 122 127 127 
Total 363 377 354 
Southwestern Ohio/Northern KY 
Brown 54 43 41 
Butler 23 26 23 
Clermont 42 32 40 
Clinton 16 19 14 
Hamilton 68 70 59 
Highland 39 45 42 
Kenton (KY) 1 2 2 
Warren 31 29 23 
Total 274 266 244 
Undergraduate Demof!raphics Fall 2015 Fall 2016 Fall 2017 
Gender 
Male 1637 1655 1554 
Female 2092 1948 1852 
Age 
Under 19 910 910 834 
19 to 25 2258 2228 2148 
Over 25 561 465 424 
Ethnicity 
American Indian/ Alaskan 34 28 22 
Asian/Pacific Islander 24 18 24 
Black/ African American 198 205 168 
Hispanic/Puerto Rican 24 27 22 
White 3165 3043 2880 
Two or more races 72 88 84 
Non-Citizen 43 39 34 







15 Day #'s 
2016 174 
2015 170 
Housing Occupancy Report 
Academic and Student Affairs Committee 
15th day Report 
October 13, 2017 
Current Occupancy 















810 86% 462 









NOTE: Charts reflect a decrease in capacity due to pulling rooms offline for Live-In Resident Coordinators and rentals. 2017 SSU 
capacity is decreased due to Carriage being offline to students. 
Occupancy by Classification 
Fall FTIAC FR so JR SR TR GR G2 G3 Non Degree 
First Time First Sophomore Junior Senior Transfer istyr. Grad 2nd yr. 3rd yr. 
in Any Year Student Grad Grad 
College Student Student 
2017 312 98 155 111 87 41 4 2 0 0 
2016 424 SS 137 98 84 52 s 4 1 0 




Academic and Student Affairs Committee 
October 13, 2017 
2017 Homecoming & Family Weekend Highlights 
The 2017 Fall Homecoming & Family Weekend was a collaborative effort throughout campus 
that was a fantastic event. Our first ever fall Homecoming was filled with exciting activities that 
showcased campus, students, faculty, alumni, student organizations, athletic teams, and 
especially our SSU spirit and pride! 
Office Decorating Contest & Spirit Day on Friday - OREA Tl! 
Friendly competition to kick off the weekend! Winner: Student Affairs 
SPB Events - Student Life staff did an excellent job with all their events! 
9/11 Day of Service: Paint the Town Blue 108 students participated Saturday afternoon 
Taco Tailgate 200+ students 
Bingo 400+ students 
Friday night Bonfire 150+ students enjoyed the DJ and night 
Parade - Saturday morning at 10:30 from Murals around campus to the SSU Turf 
Great participation: 
• Grand Marshals 
• First SSU Homecoming Queen 
37 Different organizations 
300+ participants 
Al Oliver, Jim Arnzen, and Roger Merb 
Candy (Cheek) Wells 
• 
• 
• 1 Robot 
• 3 convertibles and 2 trucks on loan from Glockner's 
Tailgate & Carnival- Went great! 
• Baxter & Manufacturing Trailer on the Go 
• Alumni Tent 
• Vendors (Scioto Ribber, Lou's on the Run, 83 Sweets, Gatti's Pizza, Kone oflce, and 
Sodexo Beer tent) 
• Lynn Chaffin Face Painting 
• Inflatables and games 
• Spirit Shop 
Athletics games - Also went very well! 
• Volleyball beat UPike 
• Women's soccer beat Bob Jones University 
• Recognized our Winter & Spring 2017 athletic award winners (Academic All-Americans, 
All-Americans, Academic All-Conference, and All Conference performers, as well as 
Player and Coach of the Year) 
• Introduced our inaugural Men's & Women's Bowling Teams 
• Introduced our 2017-18 Men's & Women's Basketball teams 
• Great turnout and participation for Alumni Soccer and Basketball games 
- L:::c 0 4 2017 
Homecoming Report 
Academic and Student Affairs Committee 
October 13, 2017 
Alumni Social at Port City- Five stars!! 
• 150+ Alumni, Faculty, Staff, Friends, and Family 
• Announcement of the 2018 Hall of Fame Class (HoF Weekend Jan. 26 & 27) 
o Abby Ballman Women's Basketball 
o Delano Thomas Men's Basketball 
o Haley Halcomb Volleyball 
o Keegan Rathkamp Men's Cross Country 
Certified as True anrl Carrnct 
Weekend of Welcome "WOW" Report 
Academic and Student Affairs Committee 
October 13, 2017 
From Friday, August 18, through Sunday, August 20, the Offices of Student Life, Housing & 
Residence Life and Diversity & Inclusion sponsored the 9th Annual Weekend of Welcome. 
"WOW" is a continuation of Orientation, offering new students an opportunity to engage and 
familiarize themselves with campus and the community. New students participate in social, 
educational, academic, safety and service programs throughout the weekend. 
Shout Outs to Some Stand Outs 
Student Leaders 
Weekend of Welcome would not be possible if not for student leaders. 
• 43 Welcome Ambassadors volunteer from morning to night, help answer questions, 
participate with new students in "SSU Gives Back" community service projects, set up 
and tear down events, and help students adjust to college during "WOW." 
• 34 Resident Assistants helped the Welcome Ambassadors during "WOW" and 
encouraged their students to get out of their apartments and participate. 
• 14 members of Fraternity & Sorority Life helped new students unload their cars during 
move-in. 
• 16 Members of the Men's Basketball team assisted new students moving in their 
apartments, carrying luggage, boxes, and televisions up multiple flights of stairs. 
• 38 Student Organizations hosted information tables for students during the "WOW 
Carnival," assisting with retention efforts by encouraging students to join. 
Quick Numbers 
• 540 new students preregistered for WOW 
• 549 checked in at WOW 
• During WOW, 162 students created an account on the university app after 529 students 
created theirs after Orientation. 
University College, ollege of Art & Sciences and the College of Profess ional Studies 
Shout out to the Deans, Chairs, and Faculty for their participation in "Academic Truths". On the 
first day of WOW, they hosted 14 sessions for students to ask questions and have a better 
understanding of their majors, what is expected in the classroom and how those degrees will help 
them in the future. Academic Advisors also participated in the "WOW Carnival," reinforcing to 
students they can ask for help with academic support at any time. 
f;EC 0 4 2017 
Weekend of Welcome "WOW" Report 
Academic and Student Affairs Committee 
October 13, 2017 
Division of Advancement & External Affairs 
Kudos to AEA for supporting and volunteering during "WOW." From confirming set-ups, to 
taking pictures or sitting at tables at the "WOW Carnival," AEA volunteers worked with the 
Division of Enrollment Management & Student Affairs to ensure the weekend was a success. 
AEA oversaw the "Bear Beginnings" check-in process, ensuring each student received a book 
bag of school supplies and a name badge, while EMSA was wrapping up with Move-In. 
Title IX Teams - "Speak Up, Speak Out" 
A High Five to the Title IX staff and student team for creating a performance-based intervention 
program consisting of situations of sexual assault, drug facilitated sexual assault, intimate partner 
violence, stalking, and harassment. "Speak Up, Speak Out" focused on the bystander mentality, 
addressing the impact of intervention on situations of sexual aggression. It stressed how sexual 
aggression can no longer be ignored, empowering students to stand up, take a stand, and help 
keep others safe. 
Clark Memorial Library & ITS - "Party at the Library" 
The CML showed students it's cool to go to the library by hosting their annual "Party at the 
Library" along with ITS. Students were encouraged to explore the building and take part in 
games, trivia, a photo booth and enjoy some free food. 
SSU Development Foundation 
Student Life was awarded a $2000 grant to provide commuter student meals during WOW. After 
surveying commuter students from previous years, we realized many of them could not afford to 
eat in the cafeteria during "WOW." Students chose to go home or not attend at all. This year we 
were able to provide 400 meals throughout the weekend to commuters. 
Thank you for the $2000 grant for Bears Care! 
The majority of SSU's student population relies on PELL money to help pay for college costs. 
Many students lack the financial funds to be fully prepared to start classes. Book bags are filled 
with consumable school supplies to help the under-prepared (pen, pencil, notebook, folder, 
highlighter, flash drive). Bags are passed out to all new students during "Bear Beginnings." 
Student Programing Board 
Academic and Student Affairs Committee 
October 13, 2017 
The 2017-2018 Programming Chairs 
• President- Allexis Lilly 
• Advertising- Mark Acra and Cheyene Free 
• Special Events- Melvin Lawson 
• Late Night (Thursdays)- Stacey White 
• Gaming- Matt Green 
• Weekend- Holly Hutchison 
• Diversity- Kat Barcomb 
Welcome Week Events 
Friday-Sunday-The board participated in the 2017 Weekend of Welcome. 
• Acted as Welcome Ambassadors or fulfilling RA duties 
• Participated in Bear Beginnings and Student Life showcases 
Monday- Henna 
Tuesday- Game Night 
Wednesday- Cultural Block Party 
Thursday- Bowling! 
Friday- $4 Friday Movie 
Homecoming Week Events 
Monday- Field Day 




Saturday- Homecoming Dance 
Getting our Name Out There 
• Continuing to revamp our social media and making a strong presence 
• Cellphone card holders will now advertise our social media handle 
• Business cards to display at events 
Cl:rtifiod vs True 3rtd C.1rrect 
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Looking Forward 
Student Programing Board 
Academic and Student Affairs Committee 
October 13, 2017 
1. Continuing our traditions each month 
a. Bingo and $4 Friday are very successful events that students anticipate and now we have 
added Bowling 
b. Gaming tournaments and game shows 
c. Halloween Week traditions (Sorcery and Forbidden Lore, Halloween dance) 
d. Halloween dance has been changed to a Halloween Festival/Bonfire 
2. Expanding on events that went well last year 
a. Taco Tailgate 
b. Field Days 
c. Game Nights 
3. Trying new things 
a. Bowling 
b. Henna 
c. Block Parties 
4. Looking Forward to Spring 
a. Bigger event, maybe a Formal, and a spirit week for Spring due to Homecoming being 
moved 
5. Collaboration 
a. Partnering with different campus organizations like the Student Government 
Association and AHANA 
b. Working closely with various offices (Student Life, Diversity and Inclusion, 
Communications) to collaborate and assist with events within SPB and for the 
University (Family Weekend, Awareness Week, Alumni Week) 
Certified as True and Corrnct 
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Admissions 
Our first 2017 Shawnee Showcase 
held 9/16 
We are admitting students for 2018-2019 
Travel season le in full swing 
Supplemental recruiters are expanding our 
travel areas into the Midwest 
We are expanding our areas of outreach 




68 SSU Students receiving 
VA benefits 
Student Veteran's Alliance 
co-hosted the Hurricane Relief 
Drive along with Student Life 
LIFE/DIVERSITY & 
INCLUSION 
Hosting a monthly Soup & 
Substance event 
Safety Week 9 /25-9 /29 /17 
Kroger gifted $10,000 to 
help support the Bear 
Necessities Pantry 
l1f• d as True and Correct 
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VOLUNTARY RETIREMENT INCENTIVE PLAN 
WHEREAS, retirement incentives are recognized as a pivotal component to an overall 
strategy for achieving operational and organizational efficiencies; and 
WHEREAS, the University leadership has engaged in the comprehensive examination of 
retirement incentive options, including research on the effectiveness of retirement incentives as a 
viable means of responding to the changing needs of an organization; and 
WHEREAS, the attached Voluntary Retirement Incentive Plan provides reasonable 
incentives that consider the University's needs along with those of individuals within the 
University's collective bargaining units who may be interested in voluntarily retiring; and 
WHEREAS, the proposed Plan provides for an election window and retirement dates 
during fiscal year 2018 with options for re-employment at the discretion of the University for 
limited terms with economic savings to ensure the delivery of essential services during a 
transitional period; and 
WHEREAS, the proposed Plan has been accepted by the Shawnee Education Association 
and the Communications Workers of America as indicated by the attached Memoranda of 
Understanding; and 
WHEREAS, the President recommends the adoption of the Plan; 
THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, the Board of Trustees of Shawnee State University 
approves the adoption of the attached Voluntary Retirement Incentive Plan as presented. 
(October 13, 2017) 
SHAWNEE STATE UNIVERSITY 
2018 VOLUNTARY RETIREMENT INCENTIVE PLAN 
Collective bargaining units representing employees of Shawnee State University (the 
"University") have negotiated for the provision of a one-time opportunity for retirement eligible 
bargaining unit employees of the University to elect to receive cash payments in exchange for 
their voluntary retirement as of May 31, 2018. The opportunity is being offered through the 
Shawnee State University 2018 Voluntary Retirement Incentive Plan (the "Plan"). 
The Plan is designed as a "window program," a type of severance pay plan. Pursuant to the Plan, 
during the window from October 16, 2017 to November 30, 2017, eligible bargaining unit 
employees may apply to participate in the Plan. The University may accept up to twelve 
employees per bargaining unit with no more than three employees per department. 
Once accepted into the Plan, accepted employees will be entitled to the following benefits upon 
retirement: 
• For Shawnee Education Association bargaining unit emplovees: 
o Payments in the aggregate amount of 75% of his/her A Yl 7-18 base salary to be 
made in three equal payments (on May 30, 2018, on November 30, 2018, and on 
May 1, 2019). 
o A medical insurance supplement based on his/her medical insurance enrollment at 
the time of separation. Voluntary retirees in the family or employee + 1 tiers will 
receive a one-time, taxable payment of $8,000; those with the single tier of 
coverage will receive a one-time, taxable payment of $4,000. 
o A vacation payout equal to the lesser of: (i) unused vacation up to 80 hours, or 
(ii) $3,000. 
• For Communications Workers of America bargaining unit employees: 
o A payment in the amount of $10,000 to be made on June 30, 2018. 
o A medical insurance supplement based on his/her medical insurance enrollment at 
the time of separation. Voluntary retirees in the family or employee + 1 tiers will 
receive a one-time, taxable payment of $8,000; those with the single tier of 
coverage will receive a one-time, taxable payment of $4,000. 
Under the terms of the Plan, participants who die or become disabled prior to reaching the May 
31, 2018 retirement date will still be entitled to receive the retirement incentive payments. The 
incentive payment is in addition to any life insurance or other similar payments the participant is 
entitled to receive through other employee benefits provided by the University. 
Board Action Requested: Provided the Board of Trustees of the University is comfortable with 
the terms of the Plan, the Plan document should be adopted and authority to execute the Plan 
document should be appropriately delegated. 
Shawnee State University 
2018 Voluntary Retirement Incentive Plan (VRIP) 
Shawnee State University (the "University") is offering a plan to its eligible employees 
under which a qualifying employee, in consideration for voluntary relinquishment of 
employment under the terms provided herein, may receive a cash payment or 
payments. This is the Plan document for the Shawnee State University 2018 Voluntary 
Retirement Incentive Program (the "Plan"). This Plan was approved by the Shawnee 
State University Board of Trustees on October 13, 2017. The terms of the Plan consist 
of this Plan document and Exhibits A through C attached hereto. 
Under the Plan, the University promises to pay the benefits described herein to an 
Eligible Employee who agrees to retire from service by May 31, 2018, and fulfills his or 
her contractual obligations through the date of his or her retirement or separation from 
service (the "Exit Date"). Failure to fulfill contractual obligations through the Employee's 
Exit Date will result in forfeiture of the benefits. 
This Plan is not a retirement program, and is not intended to provide retirement income. 
This Plan is intended to qualify as a severance pay plan as defined under Code Section 
457(e)(11) and as a "window program" under Code Section 409A. It does not replace 
or alter any State of Ohio public retirement program or any retirement plan sponsored 
by the University. Thus, an election to end employment with the University and to 
receive payments under this Plan will not change benefits provided under the State of 
Ohio public retirement system or the University retirement programs which an electing 
faculty or staff member may be eligible to receive. 
Certified as True snd L.ormct 
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I. Definition 
In this Plan: 
Exhibit A 
Shawnee State University 
Voluntary Retirement Incentive Plan 
A. "Base Pay" means base pay provided for services to the University, 
determined as of May 1, 2018. 
B. "Code" means the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended, and 
the guidance thereunder. 
C. "Eligible Employee" means an employee of the University who is a 
member of a collective bargaining, including fair share participants, and 
who as of January 1, 2018: (1) will be retirement eligible under State 
Teachers Retirement System ("STRS") or Ohio Public Employees 
Retirement System ("OPERS"), as applicable; or (2) for Alternative 
Retirement Plan ("ARP") participants, would have been considered 
retirement eligible under STRS or OPE RS, as applicable, if the employee 
had not elected to participate in ARP. If there is a question as to 
retirement eligibility, the rules and regulations for determining retirement 
eligibility under the state retirement system (i.e., STRS and OPERS) in 
which the employee participates, or should have participated if not for 
his/her ARP election, shall control. 
Notwithstanding any provision to the contrary herein, Eligible Employee 
does not include persons who voluntarily separate from service or retire 
from the University prior to January 1, 2018; part-time, temporary, or 
intermittent, employees; special contract employees; and those given notice 
by the University prior to January 1, 2018 of the University's intent to 
terminate employment. 
D. "Exit Date" means May 31, 2018; or such alternative retirement date as 
determined by the University in accordance with the terms of this Plan. 
E. "University" means Shawnee State University. 
F. "Window Period" means the period in which an Eligible Employee may 
make an election to participate in this Plan, as defined in Section V of this 
Plan. 
II. Eligibility 
An Eligible Employee, as defined in Section I of the Plan, may 
under this Plan during the Window Period. 
2 
ake an election -=--·------
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Ill. Date of Retirement 
To participate in the Plan, an Eligible Employee must agree to retire from University 
service. Eligible Employees making an election under this Plan must end employment 
with the University by May 31, 2018. 
In order to satisfy the educational and operational needs of the University, the 
University in its sole discretion reserves the right to rehire SEA collective bargaining 
members participating in the Plan on a part-time, instructional basis for two years 
following the participant's retirement date, in accordance with the following 
conditions: 
1. The participant will be paid at 50% of their pro rata Base Pay; and 
2. The employment will be limited to the hours limits for adjunct instruction 
as established in the Collective Bargaining Agreement between Shawnee 
State University and the SEA. 
Following retirement from service with the University, the Eligible Employee is free to 
accept full or part-time employment with any other employer. Provided, however, the 
Eligible Employee waives any right to rehire or reinstatement with the University. Any 
future employment of the Eligible Employee with the University will be at the sole 
discretion of the University and shall be limited to providing services to the University 
on a temporary basis or in a part-time instructional capacity. 
IV. Plan Benefits 
Eligible Employees who make an election to retire from service by May 31, 2018, shall 
receive the following benefits under the Plan: 
1. For SEA collective bargaining members: 
a. Payments in the aggregate amount of 75% of his/her AY17-18 base salary. 
This incentive payment will be made in three payments. The first installment 
on or around May 30, 2018; second on or around November 30, 2018, and 
the third on or around May 1, 2019. 
b. Medical insurance supplement based on his/her medical insurance 
enrollment at the time of separation. Voluntary retirees in the family or 
employee +1 tiers will receive a one time, taxable payment of $8,000; those 
with the single tier of coverage will receive a one time, taxable payment of 
$4,000. 
c. Vacation payout equal to the lesser of: (i) unused vacation up to 80 hours, or 
(ii) $3,000. 
2. For CWA collective bargaining members: 
a. Payment in the amount of $10,000. This incentive payment will be made _____ 
1 
or around June 30, 2018. 
Certified as True an<l Correct 
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enrollment at the time of separation. Voluntary retirees in the family or 
employee +1 tiers will receive a one time, taxable payment of $8,000; those 
with the single tier of coverage will receive a one time, taxable payment of 
$4,000. 
Notwithstanding the foregoing, the sum of the total payments provided under 
Subsections (1) and (2) of this Section shall not exceed the compensation limitation 
under Internal Revenue Code Section 401 (a) (17) or two (2) times the employee's total 
compensation for the 2017 tax year. 
Participation in and receipt of any and all other retirement plans and benefits offered to 
an Eligible Employee shall remain unchanged. 
V. Election 
An Eligible Employee meeting the eligibility requirements of Section II may participate 
in this Plan by making an election to do so. The election to participate in the Plan is 
subject to the following terms and conditions. 
A. The election is completely voluntary. 
B. The election period shall begin as of October 16, 2017 and close on 
November 30, 2017 ("Window Period"). All election forms (see Appendix B) 
must be submitted to the Department of Human Resources by November 30, 
2017. 
C. Except as provided in Subsections (D) and (E) of this Section V, once made, 
the election cannot be withdrawn or modified by the employee or the 
University. 
D. The University reserves the right to determine whether to accept, modify, 
or terminate an employee's election under this Plan, when, in the 
University's sole discretion, such actions are deemed appropriate in order 
to meet the University's academic, programmatic, or economic needs, or 
when the electing employee becomes incapable of carrying out his or her 
responsibilities and duties under this election. Employees who are 
accepted to participate will be notified within 14 days of the window period 
close date. 
E. Employees who are accepted will have 14 days to accept the offer of the 
retirement incentive and submit their irrevocable resignation on the form 
provided by the University. Upon receipt, the University will provide 
written acceptance of the employee's retirement (see Appendix C). 
Notwithstanding anything herein to the contrary, the employee's designation of an Exit 
Date shall not create any contract entitling the employee to work through the specified 
Exit Date, and the University continues to reserve the right to term· te or la -off an 
employee in accordance with applicable law and, in accordance with the Collecfve 
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Bargaining Agreement between Shawnee State University an the Shawnee 
Education Association (SEA) or the Communications Workers of Americ (OW:N,4 2017 
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whichever is applicable. However, if an Eligible Employee who has elected to 
participate in the Plan should be laid-off, he or she shall receive severance benefits on 
the same schedule that would have applied had he or she continued to work (or 
continued on approved leave) until the agreed to Exit Date under the Plan. 
Forms referenced in this Section V may be obtained from Human Resources. 
VI. Effect of Plan Election 
This Plan is not intended to provide retirement income, nor does it replace or alter the 
retirement plan or plans sponsored by the University. The election to end employment 
with the University and to receive payments under this Plan will not change benefits 
provided under the University retirement program that an electing employee may 
otherwise be eligible to receive. 
VII. Death or Disability 
With respect to payments made pursuant to Section IV(1) and (2) of the Plan: 
A. If the employee retires from service and is entitled to benefits under Section 
IV(1) and (2) of the Plan, but dies before receiving all such benefits, then the 
beneficiary named on the employee's University-provided life insurance benefit 
shall receive the remaining benefits on the same schedule that would have 
applied had the employee survived until the full payment is made. If an 
employee dies before his or her retirement date, no benefits will be paid under 
this Plan. 
Payment pursuant to Section IV will be made to a beneficiary only upon proper proof 
submitted to and accepted by the plan administrator, establishing legal entitlement to 
be paid. 
If the employee has filed a written election to participate in the Plan and becomes 
disabled (so that in the opinion of a physician acceptable to the University, the 
employee will be unable to return to full-time work prior to the agreed Exit Date) then 
the employee shall receive severance benefits on the same schedule that would have 
applied had he or she continued to work (or continued on approved leave) until the 
agreed Exit Date under the Plan. An employee who becomes disabled after filing an 
election to participate in the Plan will not be able to revoke that election after the close 
of the Window Period and the Revocation Period have passed. 
VIII. Divorce 
To the extent required under any final judgment, decree or order (including approval of 
a property settlement agreement), referred to as the "Order," that (i) relates to the 
provision of child support, alimony payments, or marital property rights; (ii) is made in 
compliance with Code Section 414(p); and (iii) is made pursuant to a state domestic 
relations law, any portion of a Participant's benefits may be paid to a spouse, former 
spouse, child or other dependent of the Participant (the "Altern fe ayee''). A seriarate ,, 
account shall be established with respect to the Alternate Payee, in m1ah·ne1r
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as the Participant, and any amount so set aside for an Alternate Payee shall be paid 
out within ninety (90) days of the date of the Order. Any payment made to an Alternate 
Payee pursuant to this paragraph shall be reduced by required income tax withholding. 
The Plan's liability to pay benefits to a Participant shall be reduced to the extent that 
amounts have been paid or set aside for payment to an Alternate Payee pursuant to an 
Order. No such transfer shall be effectuated unless the University as the former 
Employer (plan sponsor) has been provided with such an Order. 
The Employer or its agents and representatives, shall not be obligated to defend against 
or set aside any Order, or any legal order relating to the garnishment of a Participant's 
benefits, unless the full expense of such legal action is borne by the Participant. In the 
event that the Participant's action (or inaction) nonetheless causes the University as 
former Employer to incur such expense, the amount of the expense may be charged 
against the Participant's benefit amount and thereby reduce the University's obligation 
to pay benefits to the Participant. In the course of any proceeding relating to divorce, 
separation, or child support, the University shall be authorized to disclose information 
relating to the Participant's benefits to the Alternate Payee (including the legal 
representatives of the Alternate Payee), or to a court. 
IX. Additional Conditions 
As a condition of participation in the Plan, and in consideration of benefits to be 
received under the Plan, an Eligible Employee shall be required to waive all future 
employment rights and property rights, all entitlement to future wage and benefit 
increases, and all rights to participate in any University-sponsored benefit plans (other 
than the right to payments under this Plan and the right to purchase continuation of 
health care coverage as is required under applicable federal law). The University 
and/or Board of Trustees reserve the right to offer or not offer similar plans in the 
future, without obligation to those electing this Plan. 
An Eligible Employee who wishes to elect to participate in the Plan shall be required to 
execute and to deliver to Human Resources of the University all of the following 
documents: 
• Exhibit B - "Application to Participate" 
• Exhibit C - "Acceptance of Offer" 
• Exhibit D - "Release and Waiver of Claims Agreement" 
X. Amendment or Termination of Plan 
The University, at its discretion, may amend or terminate this Plan, provided that such 
amendment or termination shall not change any rights or interests of any employee who 
has made an election under it prior to such amendment or termination. 
XI. Code Sections 457 and 409A. 
This Plan is intended to qualify as a severance pay plan under Code Section 
457(e)(11) and a "window program" under Section 409A so as to not constitute 
deferred compensation under Code Sections 409A, 457(b), an.Q 457(f). In eve 
may the University or an Eligible Employee accelerate or delay 
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Date in a manner inconsistent with this intent. The Plan shall be interpreted and 
administered in a manner consistent with this intent. Amounts payable under this Plan 
upon retirement, termination, or any similar term shall be payable only when the 
eligible employee incurs a "separation from service" as defined under Code Section 
409A. Each payment of benefits under this Plan is intended to constitute separate 
payments for purposes of Code Section 409A. 
Certified as True and Correct 
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Exhibit B 
Application to Participate in 2018 Shawnee State Retirement Incentive Program 
Applications for inclusion in a Shawnee State Retirement Incentive Program will be accepted beginning October 
16, 2017 through November 30, 2017. The University is offering a retirement incentive payment in accordance 
with the 2018 Voluntary Retirement Incentive Program plan documents to employees who are eligible for 
retirement and retire on or before June 1, 2018. 
Participation in this opportunity is wholly voluntary and at the sole election of the employee. Qualified 
employees are neither encouraged nor required to make this application nor discouraged or prohibited from 
making this application. Any questions regarding this application should be directed to the Department of 
Human Resources. 
IMPORTANT 
PLEASE READ AND UNDERSTAND BEFORE MAKING AN APPLICATION TO PARTICIPATE IN THE 
2018 RETIREMENT INCENTIVE PROGRAM 
1. Retirement incentives are subject to income tax but are not subject to retirement contributions or included in 
the University life insurance coverage calculation. 
2. The incentive is open to full-time bargaining unit employees, including fair share, who: 
a.) are employed at the University on January 1, 2018; and 
b.) who are or will be eligible for service retirement as of January 1, 2018. 
3. Participation is limited to twelve (12) employees per bargaining unit, with no more than three (3) per 
department. In the event that more than twelve (12) employees apply to participate, those employees with the 
most Shawnee State bargaining unit service have the right to participate before those with less. 
4. Applicants who are selected to receive the retirement incentive must agree to and actually retire on or before 
June 1, 2018 and irrevocably resign their employment with the University. Applicants who are selected will have 
fourteen (14) days to accept the offer of the retirement incentive and submit their irrevocable resignation on a 
form provided by the University. If the offer is not accepted by the applicant, the University will offer it to the 
next person on the list. 
5. Employees who elect to participate in the retirement incentive program will not qualify for unemployment 
compensation. This election is irrevocable. 
6. Employees who are members of the Ohio Public Employees or State Teachers Retirement System may wish to 
consult with a counselor at OPERS/STRS to determine the impact of accepting the retirement incentive and 
retiring on or before June 1, 2018. Employees who participate in the Shawnee University Alternative Retirement 
Plan (ARP) may wish to consult with their ARP provider to determine the impact of accepting the retirement 
incentive and retiring on or before June 01, 2018. 
Certified as True snd G::i11 GGt 
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7. Employees may, at their own expense, wish to consult with legal or other counsel before making application 
to or accepting any offer to participate in the Shawnee Retirement Incentive. 
8. Participation in this program is not a guarantee or promise that the University will not, now or in the future, 
have to reduce its workforce through position elimination or layoff. 
9. No person who applies for or accepts this benefit has any right to re-employment with the University following 
retirement. Future employment with the University will be at the sole discretion of the University. 
Employee Election 
I hereby voluntarily apply to participate in the 2018 Shawnee State Retirement Incentive Program. I hereby 
affirm and acknowledge that I have read and understood this application, that I have had sufficient time and 
opportunity to review and discuss it with persons, including legal counsel, of my choice and that I have obtained 
all the information I need to make this application. I fully understand and appreciate the meaning of each of the 
statements in this application and I make this election freely and voluntarily and am not under any pressure or 
coercion to make this application. There are no other representations, promises, understandings or agreements, 
written or oral, in relation to my application to participate in the Shawnee State Retirement Incentive program, 
or my resignation and retirement between the University and me, except as expressly set forth herein. 
Employee Signature: - -----------
Printed Name: - ---- --------- -
SSU Employee ID #: ________ _ _ __ _ 
Date: _____ ____ _ _ __ _ 
Department: - ----- - ----- ---
Proposed Retirement Date: _______ ____ _ _ 
Cerlified as True and Crn met 
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Exhibit C 
2018 SHAWNEE STATE UNIVERSITY RETIREMENT INCENTIVE PROGRAM -ACCEPTANCE OF OFFER 
I understand that I am eligible to participate in the 2018 Shawnee State University Retirement Incentive 
Program. I understand that by accepting the University's offer, I will receive a retirement incentive 
payment in accordance with the Memorandum of Understanding between Shawnee State University 
and the collective bargaining unit of which I am a member or fair share participant 
IMPORTANT TERMS AND CONDITIONS 
• I understand that I am retiring as a participant in the Shawnee State Retirement Incentive 
Program, and that I must retire on or before June 1, 2018. 
• I understand that my retirement, once accepted, cannot be changed or revoked. 
• I understand that I do not qualify for unemployment compensation. 
• Retirement incentives are subject to income tax but are not subject to retirement contributions 
or included in the life insurance coverage calculation. I acknowledge that I have had the 
opportunity to consult with my retirement plan provider (OPERS/STRS/ARP) and legal counsel to 
determine the impact of accepting the retirement incentive and retiring on or before June 1, 
2018. 
• I understand that participation in this program is not a guarantee or promise that the University 
will not, now or in the future, have to reduce its workforce through position elimination or 
layoff. 
• I understand and acknowledge that I have no right to re-employment with the University 
following retirement. Future employment with the University will be at the sole discretion of 
the University. 
Last Name First Name Middle Initial 
Shawnee State ID#: 
Separation Date (last date worked): 
Effective Date of Retirement: 
(OVER) 
Certified as True and Correct 
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RETIREMENT - I hereby am retiring as a participant in the Shawnee State University Retirement 
Incentive Program. I understand and acknowledge that my decision to participate is purely voluntary, 
that I must retire on or before June 1, 2018. 
I understand that my retirement, once accepted, is Irrevocable. 
Signature of Employee Date 
On behalf of the University, I accept your retirement as specified above. 
President/Designee Date 
PLEASE RETURN TO HUMAN RESOURCES, BY 5:00 P.M .. DECEMBER 30, 2017. 
Certified as True and Correct 
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Exhibit D 
Shawnee State University 
2018 Voluntary Retirement Incentive Program 
Release and Waiver of Claims Agreement 
This Release and Waiver of Claims Agreement (the "Agreement") is executed by and 
between on his/her own behalf and on behalf of his/her 
heirs, executors, administrators and assignees (collectively, the "Employee") and Shawnee 
State University (the "University"). 
WHEREAS, the Employee is an Eligible Employee who may become entitled to 
receive certain severance incentive payments in accordance with the terms of the Shawnee 
State University 2018 Voluntary Retirement Incentive Program (hereinafter "VRIP" or "Plan"); 
and 
WHEREAS, the Employee has indicated that he or she is desirous of becoming a 
Participant in the Plan; and 
WHEREAS, as a condition of the Employee becoming a Participant in the Plan, the 
Employee is required to enter into this Release and Waiver of Claims Agreement no later than 
January 31, 2018; and 
WHEREAS, the Plan is being offered to meet operational and budgetary needs of 
the University. The VRIP is offered to Shawnee State University employees meeting the 
VRIP eligibility criteria as identified in the Plan document, and is not a fringe benefit. 
NOW, THEREFORE, IT IS AGREED by and between the Employee and the 
University as follows: 
(1) The Employee by signing this Release and Waiver of Claims Agreement 
hereby affirms his or her decision to become a Participant in the Plan by (i) agreeing to retire 
from employment as an Employee of Shawnee State University effective June 1, 2018 or an 
alternate Exit Date determined by the University based on operational and educational 
needs and (ii) certifying that he or she will commence payment of benefits under the 
applicable state retirement program (State Teachers Retirement System ("STRS"), Ohio 
Public Employees Retirement System ("OPERS"), or Alternative Retirement Plan (ARP), as 
applicable). 
(2) To the fullest extent permitted by law and only to the extent permitted by 
law, the Employee, in consideration of the University's promises under the Plan, waives, 
releases and forever discharges the University, the University's Board of Trustees, individual 
Board members, both past and present, the University's past and present administrators, 
employees, agents, and representatives from any and all claims, actions or suits arising from, 
relating to, concerning or touching upon his/her employment with the University or the ending 
of his/her employment with the University, so long as such claims are able to be waived under 
governing law, including but not limited to: 
Certified as True .<ir1f! Cnri cct 
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(A) Any claim, action or suit alleging that he/she was illegally or 
improperly forced to resign his/her employment with the University; 
(B) Any grievance, claim, action or suit alleging that the University 
breached any provision of its policies, procedures, employment agreements or 
collective bargaining agreements; 
(C) To the extent such claims may be waived under the law, any claim, 
action or suit alleging that the University illegally discriminated against him/her in 
violation of any state or federal law or constitutional provisions, including any claim 
under Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, 42 USC §2000e, et seq., 42 USC 
§1983, and Ohio Revised Code Chapter4112; 
(D) Any claim, action or suit alleging that the University discriminated 
against him/her on the basis of his/her age in violation of the Age Discrimination in 
Employment Act of 1967, as amended, 29 USC §621, et seq., including any claim 
under the "Older Workers Benefit Protection Act" and Ohio Revised Code Chapter 
4112; 
(E) Any claim, action or suit alleging that the University violated the 
employee's rights; 
(F) To the extent such claims may be waived under the law, any claim, 
action or suit seeking monetary relief or any personal right of recovery of any kind 
in a lawsuit brought on his/her behalf by any local, state or federal administrative 
agency would have jurisdiction alleging that he/she was improperly separated, 
treated or discriminated against as an Employee of the University; 
(G) Any claim, action or suit over which any state or federal court would 
have jurisdiction, including, but not limited to, any claim of mental and/or physical 
injury; damage to or loss of personal reputation, defamation, intentional infliction of 
emotional distress or violation of constitutional rights; 
(H) Any claim, action or suit for salary, fringe benefits and/or other costs, 
expenses or attorney fees; and 
(I) Any taxes to any government entity that are owed on behalf of the 
Employee. The Employee acknowledges and accepts any tax and Medicare 
consequences and liability resulting from the Plan as his/her personal liability. 
Certifi0d os True and 
Exclusively as the Agreement pertains to the Employee's release of claims under 
the Age Discrimination in Employment Act ("ADEA"), the Employee, pursuant to and in 
compliance with the Older Workers Benefit Protection Act: (i) is advised to consult 
with an attorney prior to executing this Agreement; (ii) is afforded a period of forty-
five (45) calendar days to consider the Agreement; and (iii) may revoke the 
Agreement during the seven (7) calendar days following its execution. The 
Employee's knowing and voluntary execution of the Agreement is an express 
acknowledgment and agreement that the Employee had the opportunity to review the 
Agreement with an attorney if he/she so desired; that Employee was afforded forty-five 
(45) days to consider the Agreement before executing it (even if the Employee 
voluntarily chose to sign the Agreement prior to the expiration of the 45-day period); 
that Employee agrees the Agreement is written in a manner that enables him/her 
fully to understand its contents and meaning; and that Employee is being given seven 
(7) days to revoke the Agreement. 
(3) Notwithstanding the foregoing, the Employee does not hereby 
release any claims that may not be waived under the law, including but not limited to 
the right to participate in an administrative agency proceeding, and does not waive 
any claims that may arise with respect to the operation and administration of this 
Plan after the date of his or her retirement or termination of employment. After the 
Employee's retirement or termination of employment under the Plan, the Employee 
shall be permitted to take any action that is permitted under applicable law to 
enforce the terms of the Plan and Employee's rights thereunder. 
(4) THIS AGREEMENT MAY BE REVOKED BY THE EMPLOYEE 
BY SO NOTIFYING THE PLAN ADMINISTRATOR AND HUMAN RESOURCES OF 
THE UNIVERSITY, IN WRITING, WITHIN SEVEN (7) DAYS FROM THE DATE THE 
EMPLOYEE SIGNS THIS AGREEMENT. If this Agreement is not so revoked, it shall 
become effective, enforceable and irrevocable. There is no obligation of the 
University to make any payments prior to expiration of the revocation period. 
(5) The Employee acknowledges and understands that "Eligible 
Employees" are defined utilizing the STRS/OPERS eligibility standards (as 
applicable based on the Employee's participation in such program or would be 
participation absent ARP election). 
(6) The Employee acknowledges and agrees that the University and 
its representatives, agents and employees have not made, and that Employee has not 
relied on, any representation(s) or promise(s) from the University, its employees, 
representatives and agents in making his/her decision to enter into this Agreement, 
except for the representations and promises that are contained in this Agreement. The 
Employee and the University further understand and agree that this Agreement 
constitutes the entire understanding and agreement between them pertaining to its 
subject matter; supersedes any other agreement, written or otherwise, pertaining to 
its subject manner; and, constitutes their full obligation to one another. 
The Employee acknowledges that he/she has no relied upon any 
representation or statement by any representative, emp oyee 1pi{ altle::xrnct 
University with respect to any tax and Medicare consequence(s) of the Plan. The 
(;ZC 0 4 2017 
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Employee acknowledges and accepts any tax consequence(s) and liability resulting 
from the Plan as his/her personal liability and will not attempt to or otherwise hold the 
University or any representative, agent or employee of the University responsible for 
any tax consequence(s) or liability resulting therefrom. 
(7) This Agreement shall be binding upon the University and the 
Employee, as well as the Employee's heirs and executors. 
(8) The Employee acknowledges that no representations have been 
made to the Employee regarding the availability, unavailability, level or character 
of retirement or severance benefits which may or may not be made available in the 
future to the employees of the University. The Employee affirms that the terms of the 
Plan represent good and valuable consideration for the Employee's retirement, 
regardless of any severance or retirement incentive benefits which may become 
available in the future to employees of the University. The Employee understands 
that increased, different or reduced benefits and/or additional programs of the 
same or similar character may be made available in the future and the Employee 
expressly disclaims any reliance on any representations to the contrary. 
(9) As a condition of becoming a Participant in the Plan, and in 
consideration of benefits to be received under the Plan, the Employee waives all 
future employment rights, property rights, all entitlement to future wage and benefit 
increases, all rights to participate in any University-sponsored benefit plans (other 
than the right to payments under this Plan and the right to purchase continuation of 
health care coverage as is required under applicable federal law). The University 
and/or Board of Trustees reserve the right to offer or not offer similar plans in the 
future without obligation to those electing this Plan. 
(10) The Employee, his/her beneficiary and any other person having or 
claiming any right to payments under the Plan or to any interest under the Plan shall 
rely solely on the unsecured promise of the University, and nothing in the Plan shall 
be construed to give the Employee, beneficiary or any other person any right, title, 
interest or claim in or to any specific asset, fund, reserve, account or property of any 
kind whatsoever owned by the University or in which it may have any right, title or 
interest now or in the future, but the Employee, beneficiary or any other person shall 
have the right to enforce his/her right to the Plan benefits against the University in the 
same manner as any unsecured creditor. Specifically, the Employee, beneficiary 
and any other person shall have no rights in any annuity or other investment 
account or the proceeds of any annuity or investment account purchased or entered 
into by the University for the purpose of providing the University with the funds to meet 
its obligations under the Plan. 
Further, the Employee, beneficiary and any other person shall have no 
right to commute, sell, assign, transfer or otherwise convey the right to receive any 
payments hereunder, which payments and right thereto are expressly declared to 
be non-assignable, non-transferable, and not subject to trans er by operation of law in 
the event of bankruptcy or insolvency, attachment, garnishm nt and 
as required by applicable law. 
(11) It is further specifically understood by the Employee and the 
University that this voluntary severance from employment with the University will 
disqualify the Employee from receipt of unemployment benefits pursuant to the 
provisions of the Ohio law as it constitutes a voluntary termination of employment 
without cause attributable to the employer. 
(12) This Agreement shall be subject to, and governed by, the laws of 
the State of Ohio, without regard to any choice of law or conflict of laws provisions, 
and irrespective of the fact that Employee may now be, or may become, a resident of 
a different state. 
(13) The sole and exclusive jurisdiction and venue for any litigation 
arising out of this Agreement or the Plan shall be the Ohio Court of Claims in Franklin 
County in the State of Ohio, and the Employee and University irrevocably consent to 
the personal jurisdiction of such court. 
(14) In the event any parts of this Agreement are found to be void, the 
remaining provisions of the Agreement shall nevertheless be binding with the same 
effect as though the void parts were deleted. 
(15) Signatures: 
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MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING 
SSU/CWA Collective Bargaining Agreement 2015-1018 
Re: Voluntary Retirement Incentive 
MOU-002 
SSU/CWA CBA 
WHEREAS: ARTICLE 22 RETIREMENT states the bargaining unit members have retirement 
benefits under the State of Ohio retirement plans (OPERS and ARP), and contains no provision 
for a voluntary retirement incentive; and 
WHEREAS: both parties agree to offer bargaining unit members who qualify for retirement 
under the State of Ohio retirement plans an additional voluntary incentive; 
THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that the parties agree to establish a non-recurring, non-precedent 
setting voluntary retirement incentive to be applied only at the end of AY17-18 as follows: 
ARTICLE 16, Section 1 Retirement Plans 
1. The University will offer a voluntary retirement incentive to those bargaining unit 
members who are eligible to retire under state retirement guidelines. 
2. The University will provide the voluntary retirement incentive to a maximum of twelve 
of the eligible bargaining unit members (hereinafter "voluntary retirees"). The incentive 
will include payment in the amount of $10,000. This incentive payment will be made on 
or around June 30 ,2018. 
3. For each voluntary retiree, as defined above, the University will provide an additional 
medical insurance supplement based on their medical Insurance enrollment at time of 
separation. Voluntary retirees in the family or employee +1 tiers will receive a one time, 
taxable payment of $8,000; voluntary retirees in single tier of coverage will receive a 
one time, taxable payment of $4,000. 
4. The retirement incentives will be offered to applicants in order of seniority. Shawnee 
State bargaining unit service seniority dates will be used to prioritize those receiving the 
incentive; any prior service with a state entity other than Shawnee State, the military, 
the federal government or a political subdivision of any state shall not be included in 




5. If more than 3 bargaining unit members apply from a department, the university, in its 
sole discretion and based on operational need, may limit the number in that 
department to the 3 most senior applicants, using the same measure of seniority 
discussed in paragraph 4, above. 
6. Bargaining unit members must declare retirement following the guidelines of Shawnee 
State University's Voluntary Retirement Incentive Plan. 
7. The voluntary retirement incentive is not available to the bargaining unit members who 
have already retired, or submitted paperwork to retire, as of the date of this MOU. 
For the Union: 
Rick Kurtz, Ph.D. Linda L. Hinton, Vice President District 4 
President, Shawnee State University Communications Workers of America 
0 4 2C17 
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MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING 
SSU/SEA Collective Bargaining Agreement 2015-1018 
Re: Voluntary Retirement Incentive 
MOU-009 
SSU/SEA CBA 
WHEREAS: ARTICLE 16 Section 1 states the bargaining unit members have retirement benefits under 
the State of Ohio retirement plans (STRS and ARP), and contains no provision for a voluntary retirement 
incentive; and 
WHEREAS: both parties agree to offer bargaining unit members who qualify for retirement under the 
State of Ohio retirement plans an additional voluntary incentive; 
THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that the parties agree to establish a non-recurring, non-precedent setting 
voluntary retirement incentive to be applied only at the end of AY17-18 as follows: 
ARTICLE 16, Section 1 Retirement Plans 
1.The University will offer a voluntary retirement incentive to those bargaining unit members who are 
eligible to retire under state retirement guidelines. 
2.The University will provide the voluntary retirement incentive to a maximum of 12 bargaining unit 
members, including not more than three (3) bargaining unit members from any academic 
department (hereinafter "voluntary retirees"). The incentive will include payments in the 
aggregate amount of 75% of each voluntary retiree's AV 17-18 base salary. This incentive 
payment will be made in three payments on or around May 30,2018; on or around November 
30, 2018, and the balance on or around May 1, 2019. 
3.For each voluntary retiree, as defined above, the University will provide an additional medical 
insurance supplement based on their medical insurance enrollment at the time of separation. 
Voluntary retirees in the family or employee +1 tiers will receive a one time, taxable payment of 
$8,000; voluntary retirees in single tier of coverage will receive a one time, taxable payment of 
$4,000. 
4.The University will provide a vacation payout for voluntary retirees for any unused vacation up to 
80 hours or in the amount of $3,000, whichever is less. 
5. The University will allow post retirement, part time instructional opportunities for voluntary retirees 
under these conditions: 
• The University has the sole right to determine the need for the instructor in each course; 
• The voluntary retiree will be paid at 50% of their pro rata pay _c.rn AYl 7-18 base 
MOU-009 
SSU/SEA CBA 
• The post retirement benefit will follow the hours limits for adjunct instruction established in 
the CBA (i.e., twelve (12) or fewer contractual hours per semester and no more than nineteen 
(19) contractual hours per academic year); and 
• The post retirement benefit discussed in this paragraph is available up to two years following 
the retirement date. 
6. If more than 12 bargaining unit members seek the incentive, seniority dates (based on Shawnee 
State bargaining unit service) will be used to prioritize those receiving the incentive. Any prior 
service with a state entity other than Shawnee State, the military, the federal government or a 
political subdivision of any state (collectively, "non-SSU service") shall not be included in this 
seniority determination. Similarly, if more than 3 bargaining unit members from any academic 
department seek the incentive, the University may limit the number of applicants to 3 from that 
department, prioritized by seniority. Shawnee State University bargaining unit seniority dates 
will be used to prioritize those receiving the incentive and non-SSU service will not be 
considered. 
7. Bargaining unit members must declare retirement following the guidelines of the Shawnee State 
University Voluntary Retirement Incentive plan . 
• Eligibility Notification - Human Resources will send an eligibility letter to those individuals 
whose records indicate they may be eligible to participate in the Plan . An employee who thinks 
he/she may be eligible but does not receive a letter should contact Human Resources no later 
than November 30, 2017. 
• Application - Employees who wish to participate in the Plan must submit an application to 
Human Resources. The window period begins October 16, 2017 and closes November 30, 2017 
(assuming BOT approval received on October 13, 2017) 
• Acceptance of Applicants - University will review applicants and determine applicants to be 
accepted to participate in the Plan. Applicants who are accepted will be notified within 14 days 
of the window period close date. 
• Acceptance of Offer -Applicants who are accepted will have 14 days to accept the offer of the 
retirement incentive and submit their irrevocable resignation on the form provided by the 
University. 




In the event of resclssion(s) or refusal(s) pursuant to this paragraph that results In less than 12 
members accepting the voluntary retirement option, the university may offer the Incentive to the 
member(s) with the next highest Shawnee State seniority in attempt to bring the number of 
acceptances to 12. A member's decision to apply for this incentive shall not considered with respect 
to any other terms and conditions of that member's employment." 
8. The voluntary retirement Incentive is not available to the bargaining unit members who have 
already retired, been previously notified of non - renewal, or submitted paperwork to retire as 
of the date of this MOU. 
For the University: For the Association: 
Rick Kurtz, Ph.D. (date) lv/i/11 Eugene Burns, Ph.D. (date) /o/z /i? 




..,. State Funding 
• SSI down by $502K 
• Supplement up by $211 K 
..,. Tuition 
• Billable credit hours down by 4.03 
• Tuition revenue down by $164K 
..,. Expenditures 
• Compensation - reduction through attrition 
• Non-Compensation - reduce operational areas by 5.673 










*PLUS: Planned use of Reserves for: technology upgrades, voluntary 





UNDG Billable Hours 
GRAD Billable Hours 
CCP Billable Hours 













































$46,603,868 $44,390,210 ($2,213,657) -4.75% 
$48,277,650 $47,905,233 ($372,418) -0. 77% 
($1,673, 783) ($3,515,023) 
Immediate 
llll- 103 non compensation reduction to 
FY2018 budget 
llll- Voluntary Retirement Incentive Plan 
(capture FYl 9 savings) 
llll- Health care strategies 
Continue 
llll- Academic program realignment efforts 
llll- Signature programs for comparative 
advantage 
lllJ. Soft landing for programs that will be 
eliminated 
lllJ. Freeze/eliminate vacant positions/erg 
realignments 
llll- Services & goods contracts - renegotiate/RFPs 
for savings 
lllJ. Winter Break- University Closure for energy 
savings 
..., Enrollment Revenue 
Ill> Tuition and Fees 
Assumes tuition for 2.03 enrollment growth (TBD) 
appx. $400K revenue from tuition guarantee beginning fall 2018 
Ill> Continued scholarship support from SSUDF - appx. $200K 
..., State Funding 
Ill> Flat to FY2018 
..., Expenditures: 
Ill> Retirement incentive year 1 compensation savings (est. $555K) 
Ill> Compensation - additional $500K savings from position freezes/organizational realignments 
Ill> Benefits - est. $300K savings due to health insurance changes 
Ill> Non-Compensation - will reduce to reach goal 
FY2018 FY2019 
PROJECTED BUDGET VARIANCE VARIANCE 
$ % 
Operating Revenue $44,390,210 $45,549,038 $1,158,828 2.61% 
Operating Expenditures & 






•Expand Athletics; online options; academic program 
realignment/signature programs for comparative advantage/soft 







Enrollment and Retention 
Strategies 
Technology Systems Upgrades 
•Strategic scholarship allocations; tighten payment plan; 
emphasis on student financial education 
•Tuition Guarantee (Fall 2018); appropriate new fees; 
expand grants; expand auxiliary operations; realign 
investment strategy 
• Bridge to Success, expand advisors; enhance 
recruitment & marketing strategies 
•ERP; Student APP, student social; 
advising, service; streamline processes; 
reduce paper waste 
Modernization and Capital Improvements 
•Use of state, bond, and other 
funds for class & lab upgrades; 
control & reduce energy usage 
Goal: To 
sustain essential 



















OJRRENT MTD TOTAL GAIN/ILOSS} 
INVESTMENT FUND BALANCES: 
TIAA FUNDS 
TOTAL 
VALUE AS OF 
JUNE 30, 2017 
17 ,484,245.47 
GAIN/I LOSS) GAIN/I LOSS) 
JULY .. AUGUST 







INVESTMENT PORTFOLIO PERFORMANCE 
GAIN/I LOSS) GAIN/(LOSS) GAIN/I LOSS) 






••During the month of July 2017, the University liquidated $2,700,000 from the TIAA portfolio, The proceeds from the liquidation were transferred to the University Operating Cash account to meet July and August cash needs. 
FISCAL YEAR 17: 
INVESTMENT VALUE AS OF GAIN/(LOSS) GAIN/I LOSS) GAIN/I LOSS) GAIN/I LOSS) GAIN/I LOSS) GAIN/(LOSS) GAIN/(LOSS) GAIN/I LOSS) 
COMPANY JUNE 30, 2016 JULY AUGUST SEPTEMBER OCTOBER NOVEMBER DECEMBER JANUARY FEBRUARY 
US. BANK FIXED INCOME MUTUAL FUNDS 2,951,039.35 s 60,856.28 s 28,604.63 (13,883.25) s 6,863.19 
U.S. BANK EQUITY MUTUAL RJNDS s 5,697 ,585.84 s 223,311.89 s 28,808 37 (82,072.03) s s 
U.S. BANK TACTICAL BAlANCED MUTUAL FUNDS 1,553,039.73 $ 36,099 33 s 14,522 87 (20,569,99) $ s 
AGINCOURT CAPITAL s 2,893,061.15 s s (28,805, 75) (27,006.56) s 514.65 (805,951 s 
TAMRO CAPITAL/VAUGHAN NELSON## 1,108,562.07 s 50,204.12 s 12,725.38 (30,269_68) s 254.75 s 
MANNING & NAPIER 1,596,122.59 s 49,995 92 67682 (3,082.02) s 481.59 
TIAAFUNOS $ 183,914.82 s (157,209.20) 81,256.40 160,037 97 281,321.02 282.655 97 
CURRENT M10 TOTAi. GAIN/( LOSS) 5. 479.575 31 56,532.32 7,031.29 (149,095-02) 80,450.45 281,321.02 282..655.97 
INVESTMENT FUND BALANCES: 
U.S. BANK FIXED INCOME MUTUAL FUNDS s· 3,011,895,63 3,040,500 26 
U 5. BANK EQUITY MUTUAL FUNDS s 5,920,897 73 5,949,706.10 
U 5 BANK TACTICAL BALANCED MUTUAL FUNDS S- 1,589,139.06 1,603,66193 
AGINCOURT CAPITAL s 2,952,168 92 s 2,923,363.17 24,262.02 19,096.35 18,290.40 
VAUGAAN NElSON 1,158,766.19 s 1,171,49157 460.U 
MANNING & NAPIER 1,646,118 51 s 1,646,795.33 514.47 s 
TIAA FUNDS s s 16,317.313.<>4 S 1U7'.3SS.2ll S .li..BS1Gl.o!l .Ei8 s lir,4331543.'6 s 15, 715;264,01 s l6,,.,7,9l!l.04 
















































































Health Sciences Program 
Expansion (STEMM) Phase 1 
Health Sciences Program 





Athletic Complex (Rhodes 
Center)/Recreation, Student 
Health & Wellness 
Townhouse Renovation 
Project Phase 3 
Library Rehabilitation 
Facilities Campus Master Plan 
Update 
Fine Arts and Massie Hall 
Chiller Renewal Project 
Hatcher Hall Repurpose 
Status of Construction/Renovation Projects through September 30, 2017 
Status 
• Phase I ATC & Kricker Hall complete. 
•The space vacated by the MOT, PT and Sports Professions departments are now renovated to add additional space for 
both AON and BSN programs. This includes a new zoned air handling unit, central vacuum and compressed air for the labs, and 
all new finishes. This project will also allow all Nursing Faculty to have offices in the space, as well as classrooms sized for 
increased enrollment. 
• Phase 2 complete 
• Programming complete. Design development complete. Construction documents complete. Phase 1 to start January, 2018. 
• Additional spaces on the first floor are being designed to modernize the entire main entrance and classrooms to further develop 
the Business and Engineering Programs' collaboration effort that was initiated with the Health Sciences Programs Expansion 
Project. New finishes, HVAC, and restroom renovations will be included. 
• Plastics and digital gaming programs being redesigned and rightsized for future growth. 
• Master planning 80% complete. 
•Soccer field lighting- $97,938 COMPLETE 
•The planned facility improvements include, but are not limited to: upgrading of the building's life safety systems, ADA access, and 
facility infrastructure; replacement of the original (circa 1983) pool filtration systems; separating the athletic programs' 
cardiovascular area to permit additional space and modernization of a general student fitness area; upgrading of deteriorated 
exterior areas. 
• Complete renovation of 8 Townhouse apartments (2 quads - units 9-16). 
• Renovations replaced all existing drywall with new high impact drywall. Project renovated 32 bedrooms, 
8 kitchens, 8 living rooms, and 16 bathrooms. All rooms were examined for water infiltration, missing or degraded insulation, 
and damaged ductwork. All new sub-floors installed on 1st and 2nd floors; vinyl flooring replaced carpet in all 8 
apartments. 
• Project began May, 2017; completed August 18, 2017. 
• Funds to be transferred to the Advanced Technology Center and Industrial Buildings Rehabilitation Project 
• Consultant selected. 
•ATC and Library preliminary assessment complete 
•Campus facility assessment to be completed by December, 2017. 
• Replace 3 compressors and modernize controls to create an updated efficient chiller plant for 2 of our largest buildings. 
• Both chiller plants serve multiple buildings and will serve the cooling needs for another 10 years while gaining 5-10% in efficiency. 
• Massie Hall complete; Fine Arts 50% complete (remaining CFA chiller to be replaced October, 2017}. 
• Renovate vacated Nursing lab to house Health Clinic and Counseling Services. 
• Drawings submitted to State for approval. 
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$ 4,280,000 stat'e'Glpital 
$ 7,150,000 Bond & Local 
$ 840,000 Bond & Local 
TBD State Capital 
TBD State Capital 
$ 286,603.00 State Capital 
$91,349.00 Bond Funds 
--
Shawnee State Un iversity PERSONNEL ACTIVITY July- September, 2017 Board o Trustees 
I Appointments 
Finance and Administration G mmittee 
OetGber2017 
-
From To t f'-
'··· 
Assistant Professor (Visiting Faculty), 0 t=:: '(5 
Project Director, Upward Bound Logan Minter 08/21/17 Position Change from Administrative to Faculty -o C..> I "=· Natural Science (Biology) c c--.. Cu 
:; __,,. l r, = c} 
Visiting Faculty, Nursing Assistant Professor, Nursing Sean Forster 08/21/17 Converted to tenure-track position :J 
co e,_l t2 (1) 
-0 c..::; ?'-Q) 
Visiting Faculty, Nursing Assistant Professor, Nursing Winifred Carpenter 08/21/17 Converted to tenure-track position ;.;: 
I 'E 
1 (.) '-' Visiting Faculty, Fine, Digital, & Assistant Professor, Fine, Digital, & (_) 
Bastien LeCouffe 08/21/17 Converted to tenure-track position 
Performing Arts (Studio Arts) Performing Arts (Studio Arts) 
Visiting Faculty, Rehab & Sport Assistant Professor, Rehab & Sport 
Mikel Stone 08/21/17 Converted to tenure-track position 
Professions (MOT) Professions (MOT) I 
Visiting Faculty, Allied Health Assistant Professor, Allied Health 
Mariah Woodward 08/21/17 Converted to tenure-track position 
Sciences (Dental Hygiene) Sciences (Dental Hygiene) 
Visiting Faculty, Allied Health Assistant Professor, Allied Health 
Kristina Darnell 08/21/17 Converted to tenure-track position 
Sciences (Radiology) Sciences (Radiology) 
Visiting Faculty, Engineering Assistant Professor, Engineering 
Paul Yost 08/21/17 Converted to tenure-track position 
Technologies Technologies 
Acting Registrar, Enrollment Enrollment Management & Student 
Jennifer Hammonds 07/29/17 End Acting Appointment 
Management & Student Affairs Affairs 
Acting Dean, Clark memorial 
Dean Clark Memorial Library Janet Stewart 07/01/17 End Acting Appointment Library 
Shawnee State University PERSONNEL ACTIVITY July- September, 2017 
jNewHires From To 
Budget Fellowship Chase Hiles 09/25/17 
Assistant Director, Facilities Nathan Chamberlin 09/25/17 
General Counsel Michael McPhillips 09/11/17 
Assistant Professor (Visiting Faculty), 
Nursing (Mental Health) 
Alisha Fink 08/28/17 
Assistant Professor, Natural Sciences 
Barun Dhar 08/21/17 
(Physics) 
Assistant Professor, Natural Sciences 
Erik Larson 08/21/17 
(Geology) 
Assistant Professor, Teacher 
Michele Moohr 08/21/17 
Education (Intervention Specialist) 
Assistant Professor, Social Sciences 
Thomas Bunting 08/21/17 
(Political Science) 
Assistant Professor, Teacher 
Kimberly Cassidy 08/21/17 
Education (Early Childhood) 
Assistant Professor (Visiting Faculty), 
Timothy Angel 08/21/17 
Allied Health Sciences 
Assistant Professor, Allied Health 
Sciences (Emergency Medical William Turner 08/21/17 
Technology) 
Instructor (Visiting Faculty), 
Travis Lynn 08/21/17 
Engineering Technologies 
Assistant Professor, Teacher 
Education (Blind & Visual Karen Koehler 08/21/17 
Impairment) 
Board of Trustees 
Finance and Administration Committee Q.'. \ 
October 2017 '\;,) 
Bachelor degree in Business Administration, Shawnee ,'.::: 
State University Alumni ;:; -
Bachelor degree in Civil Engineering, 17 years pfojett 
<::> 
t ·' management experience. . 
' -
J.D., Ohio Attorney for 21 years, Higher Ed 
for past 6 years, worked for AG's office for past 7 yel.irs. ,,., 
Masters of Science in Nursing, Family Nurse 
worked at SSU Student Health Clinic for past 2 y, ars, 15 
years nursing experience. "--
PhD in Physics, 5 years teaching experience. 
PhD in Earth & Atmospheric Sciences, 7 years teaching 
experience. 
PhD in Special Education, 17 years of experience as 
special educator in Public Schools, 2 years teaching 
experience at University level. 
PhD in Political Science, 6 years teaching experience. 
PhD in Early Childhood Education, 3 years teaching 
experience. 
PhD in Biomedical Sciences, 13 years teaching 
experience, Health Commissioner and CEO for 13 years. 
Masters of Science in Leadership, 16 years teaching 
experience, served as EMT program director for 15 years. 
Bachelor of Science in Digital Simulation & Game 
Engineering Technology, Graduate of SSU, 3 years 
Industry experience. 
PhD in Special Education and STEM Education, 25 years of 
teaching experience. 
Shawnee State University PERSONNEL ACTIVITY July- September, 2017 
!New Hires From To 
Assistant Professor (Visiting Faculty), 
Nursing 
Genoma Bender 08/21/17 
Board of Trustees 
Finance and Administration Committee 
2017 
a -
of Sc_ience in _Nursing, of nursit g :'-z· 
experience with a variety of spec1alt1es. I 
Masters in Occupational Therapy, PhD in progret , : 
years OT field experience. 
Assistant Professor (Visiting Faculty), 
Ann Allen 
Rehab & Sports Professions (OTA) 
Institutional Research Analyst, 
Institutional Research & Sponsored Megan Bolter 
Programs 
Classroom Teacher, Children's 
Learning Center 
Academic Advisor, College of 
Professional Studies 





Coordinator, Alumni Career Services 
Angela Duduit 
& Workfare Development 






Masters of Sciences, Prior research & Grant writt g 
experience. U 
08114117 
Bachelor degree in Early Childhood Education, 7 years 
teaching experience. 
Masters in Education, served as a Graduate Assistant that 
08/07/17 
advised a variety of student organizations. 
Masters in English with a PhD in progress, served as an 
07/03/17 
Academic Advisor as a Graduate Assistant. 
Masters in Journalism, 23 years of experience working in 
07/01/17 
public relations. 
Graduate of SSU with a Bachelor degree, Served as 
07 /01/17 Assistant Coach for 3 years for our Men's Basketball 
Program, 13 years coaching experience. 
,... __ _ 
Shawnee State University PERSONNEL ACTIVITY July- September, 2017 
!Promotions From To 
Associate Professor, Fine, Digital, & Professor, Fine, Digital, & Performing 
Michael Barnhart 
Performing Arts (Music) Arts (Music) 
Assistant Professor, Mathematical Associate Professor, Mathematical 
David DeSario 
Sciences Sciences 
Assistant Professor, Social Sciences Associate Professor, Social Sciences Sean Dunne 
Assistant Professor, Natural 
Associate Professor, Natural Sciences Kimberly Inman 
Sciences 
Assistant Professor, English & Associate Professor, English & 
Leila Lomashvili 
Humanities Humanities 
Associate Professor, English & 
Professor, English & Humanities Jennifer Pauley 
Humanities 
Assistant Professor, Social Sciences Associate Professor, Social Sciences Brian Richards 
Assistant Professor, Nursing Associate Professor, Nursing Margaret Selby 
Associate Professor, Natural 
Professor, Natural Sciences Kurt Shoemaker 
Sciences 
Coordinator, Academic Advising Director, Academic Advising & 
Lindsay Monihen 
(College of Professional Studies) Support Services 
Manager, Web Services 
Assistant Director, Advancement 
Leigh Gerlach 
Services 
Fellowship, Development & Assistant Director, Development & 
Kelcie Cook 
Community Engagement Community Engagement 
Operations Manager, Development 
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07 /21/17 Resigned 
07 /21/17 Resigned 
07/01/17 Retired 
07 /01/17 Resigned 
BoarQ of Trustees 
Finance and Administratio Committee 
University Faculty Senate President Remarks 
Friday, October 13, 2017 Board of Trustees Meeting 
I'd like to thank the board for inviting me to speak with you all today. The faculty senate began the 
academic year by approving the creation of two ad-hoc committees. One will clarify the grade appeal 
process when students appeal to an Academic Dean. The other will clarify the academic policies and 
procedures with respect to College Credit Plus. The College Credit Plus legislation provides some 
guidance, but there are remaining questions regarding academic policy, such as assessment 
expectations, grade appeals, and mentoring. We're aware that College Credit Plus is an important 
recruitment tool for the institution, and our goal is to design a policy that makes academic quality the 
focus of the CCP program. 
As a participant in the Ohio Faculty Council (OFC), I've met with faculty leaders at the state's public 
universities, and we've shared some of our common struggles and concerns. Textbook cost is one such 
concern, and I've shared what I've learned from the OFC with Provost's Textbook Cost Committee and 
it's my hope that Shawnee State takes the lead in reducing education costs for students in Ohio without 
limiting textbook choice for faculty and compromising academic quality for students. 
This semester other members of the UFS Executive Committee and I will or have visited with faculty in 
several departments, the School of Education, and the University College. In the faculty senate 
leadership, we have a new Vice President, who you met at the last Board meeting, and a new Secretary. 
We've enjoyed hearing from our colleagues about the issues that concern them. When I addressed the 
Board this summer, I mentioned that the faculty are committed to helping this university solve 
problems. After visiting with our colleagues, I'm more certain of that now. I want the Senate to serve as 
a place where we can address problems confronting the institution. 
After hearing Dr. Koenig's report on the Healthy Minds Study during the Academic and Student Affairs 
Committee, I emailed her during lunch and asked that she speak with the Senate and share the results 
of the study. The New York Times reported that 62% of college students self-reported feelings of 
"overwhelming anxiety" compared to 50% in 2011. These are data the faculty need to know about and 
hopefully, have some hand in helping address the issue. 
After hearing Eric Braun's comments this morning during the Finance and Administration Committee 
meeting, I'd like to offer the Senate's support in the university's lobbying efforts. If it helps SSU, the 
faculty want to be there. If it would be helpful to take some faculty and students along to Columbus to 
lobby on behalf of the institution, we're there. We might even let the Provost choose the music for the 
trip. 
I'm looking forward to speaking with you in the coming months and reporting on the work of the Senate 
and occasionally providing a different perspective on important issues confronting the institution. I can 
assure you we want the institution to succeed, and I thank you making some time available for me to 
speak with you. 
Marc Scott, PhD 
University Faculty Senate President ____ _ 
!Jar I' 
RESOLUTION E06-17 
APPROVAL OF MODIFICATION TO PRESIDENTIAL 
EMPLOYMENT AGREEMENT AND MERIT INCREASE 
WHEREAS, the Shawnee State University Board of Trustees entered into a Presidential 
Employment Agreement with Dr. Rick Kurtz effective July 1, 2015; and 
WHEREAS, the Presidential Employment Agreement includes terms that address 
compensation and benefits along with conditions of employment; and 
WHEREAS, pursuant to Board of Trustee Policy 1.03REV, the Executive Committee of 
the Board of Trustees is responsible for conducting an annual performance evaluation of the 
President and the Executive Committee may make recommendations to the full board for a 
compensation adjustment or modification to the Presidential Employment Agreement; and 
WHEREAS, the Presidential Employment Agreement provides that the Board of Trustees 
may consider a merit increase that is tied to the annual performance review of the President and 
that such review has been conducted by the Executive Committee, which made a positive 
evaluation of President Kurtz, warranting a merit increase to the President's base salary; and 
WHEREAS, pursuant to Board of Trustee Policy l.03REV, the Executive Committee of 
the Board of Trustees may make recommendations to the full board for a modification to the 
Presidential Employment Agreement; and 
THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, that President Kurtz be given a 2.5 percent merit 
increase to his FY16/17 base salary, retroactive to July 1, 2017; and 
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that the Executive Committee of the Board of Trustees 
recommends to the full board that the Board Chairperson be authorized to engage President 
Kurtz in discussions regarding the terms and conditions of another Presidential Contract starting 
July 1, 2018. 
C0rtified as True ar,d Cnrrccl 
(October 13, 2017) 
